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ABSTRACT
The objective of this research is to synthesize structural composites designed with
particular areas defined with custom modulus, strength and toughness values in order
to improve the overall mechanical behavior of the composite. Such composites are
defined and referred to as 3D-designer composites. These composites will be formed
from liquid crystalline polymers and carbon nanotubes. The fabrication process is a
variation of rapid prototyping process, which is a layered, additive-manufacturing
approach. Composites formed using this process can be custom designed by apt
modeling methods for superior performance in advanced applications. The focus of
this research is on enhancement of Young’s modulus in order to make the final
composite stiffer. Strength and toughness of the final composite with respect to
various applications is also discussed. We have taken into consideration the
mechanical properties of final composite at different fiber volume content as well as
at different orientations and lengths of the fibers. The orientation of the LC monomers
is supposed to be carried out using electric or magnetic fields. A computer program is
modeled incorporating the Mori-Tanaka modeling scheme to generate the stiffness
matrix of the final composite. The final properties are then deduced from the stiffness
matrix using composite micromechanics. Eshelby’s tensor, required to calculate the
stiffness tensor using Mori-Tanaka method, is calculated using a numerical scheme
that determines the components of the Eshelby’s tensor (Gavazzi and Lagoudas
1990). The numerical integration is solved using Gaussian Quadrature scheme and is
worked out using MATLAB as well. . MATLAB provides a good deal of commands
and algorithms that can be used efficiently to elaborate the continuum of the formula
to its extents. Graphs are plotted using different combinations of results and
parameters involved in finding these results.
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1. Introduction
The field of Nano-Composites currently stands amongst the most vibrant areas for
research and accounts for various aspects of Nanotechnology viz; Polymers, Carbon
Nanotubes, etc. The scope of this research project extends to synthesizing nanocomposites with the matrix phase containing Liquid Crystal Polymers (LCP)
reinforced with a predetermined fraction of Carbon Nanotubes. The motivation to use
carbon nanotubes for reinforcement stems from the fact that the nanotubes are
approximately an order of magnitude stronger than the carbon fibers which in turn are
an order of magnitude stronger than the conventional steel. The high strength to
weight ratio makes the LCP/nanotube composites useful for various structural
applications. The properties obtained from the final composite depend on the
individual properties of the polymer, the nanotubes and the interaction phase between
both.
A research program is proposed by the University of Dayton to create a new class of
3-D self assembled nano-composites with functionally graded properties. Materials of
interest are formed from thermosetting, reactive liquid crystal monomers containing
carbon nanotubes. A thermosetting polymer, when dissolved in a solvent or heated to
its melting point exhibits liquid crystallinity and is called as Liquid Crystalline
Polymer. The motivation for this research mainly lies in that the LC monomers can be
oriented in preferred direction by using the electric or magnetic fields. Similar work
of aligning the polymer composites of nanotubes with the help of magnetic field has
been carried out by Kimura et al., (Kimura et al. 2002). The orientation is then locked
in by photocuring the monomers in-situ. It is believed that the LC monomers offer
various advantages that have not been explored yet with respect to nano-composites:
ability to align the LC monomer in preferred axial directions and simultaneously
crosslinking the material to lock the alignment, the capability for self assemblage
attributed to the large surface to volume ratios involved are some of these advantages.
10

Consequently, the anisotropy introduced by the varying 1-D alignment of the
nanotubes makes it possible to make nano-composites with three dimensional
variations in properties. Such localized alignment cannot be achieved with non LC
monomers. Another advantage is that the low viscosity of the LC polymer aids the
dispersion of carbon nanotubes. Again, the LC monomers cure rapidly under single
light exposures. Other advantages of LCP over the non-LCP are low viscosity, high
glass transition temperature, 120-200 degrees C, and thermal/oxidative stability
because of its rigid rod character. The nano-composites are formed via an inkjet
deposition (IJD) process so that local variations in alignment as well as composition
can be accommodated. They are photocured by exposure with ultraviolet radiation
delivered by a focused, compact LED light source. Orienting LC monomers
containing nanotubes causes self-alignment of the nanotubes, resulting in composites
with enhanced anisotropic mechanical properties.
The composites will be fabricated using a variation of the rapid prototyping process,
which is a layered, additive-manufacturing approach. The RP process involves a 3D
CAD modeling of an object that initiates the automated production of its physical
form by a continuous layer-by-layer deposition of material. Such deposition
technique will allow the direct production of high-performance composites without
the use of conventional manufacturing tools like forging, machining or molding. This
technology offers great potential for applications at remote locations and on ships at
sea for cultivation of one-of-a-kind critical components. It also offers great potential
for future applications in space programs for extraterrestrial production of spare parts.
If this type of process were adapted to space it would offer a great advantage for
fabrication of unique composite components if and when they are required on the
space vehicle.
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1.1 Composite Materials
A material, manufactured or occurring naturally, having two or more distinct
constituent materials that exhibit unique properties is called a composite material.
Consequentially, properties obtained from the final material are a combination of the
properties of its constituent materials. The composite materials, thus exhibit enhanced
properties such as high stiffness, high strength etc. and are useful in a wide scope of
applications ranging from nanotechnology to space technology. The constituent
materials in a composite can be characterized into two main categories which are the
matrix and the fiber or the reinforcement. Depending on the type of matrix material
used, the composites are categorized in three main types: metal matrix composites,
polymer matrix composites and ceramic matrix composites.
1.2 Polymer Matrix Composites
A composite material with polymer as the matrix phase is known as polymer matrix
composite (PMC). The polymer matrix composites show important significance as
structural components in many applications. Their specific strength and modulus
surpass the best of materials. Various applications incorporate the use of anisotropic
fiber filled composites that have very high strength and stiffness in one direction. On
combining with carbon fibers the polymer/fiber composites show exceptional
mechanical properties which are of great importance in aerospace field. The PMCs
are classified into two subgroups: the thermoplastics and the thermosets. The
subgroup of interest for this research is the thermosetting polymers. Thermosetting
polymers are synthetic materials that can be strengthened or hardened by heating, but
cannot be remolded or reheated after their initial heat-forming and thus, they retain
their shape and strength even when heated. This property helps in applications where
permanent solid components need to be produced.
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Figure 1.1: Block diagram showing a cross sectional view along the 2-3 plane of a
general composite material
The directions 2 and 3 in the sketch above represent the transverse directions of
loading of the composite material. The axial direction of loading or the direction 1 is
perpendicular to the plane 2-3, i.e., perpendicular to the plane of the paper and along
the length of the nanotubes for a general composite material.
1.3 Liquid Crystalline Polymers
As stated earlier, thermosetting polymers, when dissolved in a solvent or heated to
their melting point exhibit liquid crystallinity and are called as liquid crystalline
polymers (LCP). Exceptional physical properties and thermal stability are some of the
attributes of the LC resins. Uniaxial alignment or preferred mechanical and chemical
properties can be obtained from LC resins by subjecting them to magnetic fields of
medium or high strengths, and this property of the LCPs to be aligned in the required
direction has given rise to curiosity in using LCPs for developing structural
nanocomposites. Once the required orientation is achieved, the direction of
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orientation of LCPs remains intact even after cooling them below the melting
temperature (Wang et al. 2003).
The objective of this research is to create fully functional LC nano-composites with
graded structures by inkjet printing. The proposed effort is build on the results
derived from the NER project. The materials selected will be similar to Monomer 1
which is an acrylate terminated mesogen which has a nematic LC phase above its
crystalline melting point. Photocuring of Monomer 1 is carried out successfully in
both nematic as well as isotropic phases. LC alignment was accomplished with a
magnetic field of modest strength (0.38 Tesla) imposed on the resin during cure. It
was found that by proper choice of the molecular alignment in the LC polymer layers,
physical and mechanical properties can be optimized. Methods for aligning nanotubes
are of great importance because obtaining optimum properties from the reinforcing
fibers requires control of fiber alignment. It is achieved by orienting the LC monomer
with the help of electric or magnetic fields. The surface tension between the LC
monomer and the CNTs align the CNTs in the required direction. Schultz and
Chartoff studied the dynamics of the relaxation process in the nematic phase showing
that the orientation imposed by a continuous magnetic or electric field persists and
does not relax until the field is removed. This allows enough time for crosslinking to
lock in the nanotube alignment. Using such fields and changing the orientation allows
for custom alignment where different orientations within a layer can be achieved.
Such alignment cannot be done with a non-LC monomer. Evidence that LC alignment
works was provided by the results of “Lynch and Patrick” which made use of a
nematic phase LC monomer under the influence of a field to orient suspended CNTs.
1.4 Carbon Nanotubes
While studying the synthesis of fullerenes in the year 1991, carbon nanotubes were
discovered by Lijima, and because of their exceptional physical and thermal
14

properties, that no other material has ever exhibited, they gained significant
importance in the field of science and engineering. In other words, these properties
make nanotubes ideal for a wide range of applications not only in the field of
engineering, but also in medical applications and treatment of cancer (R.H.
Baughman et al. 2002). Due to the advantages of using carbon nanotubes in
developing structural materials, they are considered ideal to be used as fillers in
advanced composites. When graphene sheets are rolled at proper angles, nanotubes
are formed. The angle of rolling and diameter of the cylinder define the properties of
the nanotube. Further, depending on the number of graphene sheets used, nanotubes
may be classified as single walled nanotubes (SWNT- nanotubes having one
graphene sheet) and multi walled nanotubes (MWNT- nanotubes with multiple
graphene sheets rolled together). CNTs have the highest tensile strength and elastic
modulus and thus, are the strongest and the stiffest materials discovered to date. The
tensile strength of CNTs is found to be approximately 63 Gpa (Min-Feng Yu et al.
2000) which is supposed to be the result of sp2 covalent bond existing between
individual carbon atoms. The great interest in using nanotubes as reinforcing agents is
fueled by the ability of the nanotubes to exhibit elastic modulus in excess of 1 TPa
combined with high aspect ratios of over 1000. It is expected that with such
exceptional properties substantial final effects may be achieved with very low
nanotube volume fractions. Thus polymer nanotube composites with tremendous
strength and high stiffness, but lighter in weight than the carbon fiber-epoxy
composites could be formed. Nanotubes are 100 times stiffer than the standard carbon
fibers and thus, even 1% by volume of carbon nanotubes in a thermoset matrix can
produce exceptional results. They are expected to produce modulus values equivalent
to the 35% (vol) of standard carbon fibers in a typical epoxy composite.
This research employs multi-walled carbon nanotubes because of their impressive
properties. Their elastic modulus is in excess of 1 TPa. For the composites considered
in this study, the fiber properties used are the elastic stiffness components, volume
15

fraction, length and orientation of the fibers in the composite. The LC monomers and
nanotubes are initially aligned in the 1 direction and then the nanotubes are oriented
slowly from 0 degree orientation to 90 degree orientation to calculate the properties
of the final composite in various cases. In order to develop simplicity in generating
the Eshelby’s tensor for the material, the effective fibers were assumed to be
spheroidal. This part of the research emphasizes on modeling a method to calculate
the properties of a composite using MATLAB. Thus, the composite studied using the
model developed in this research contains material similar to Monomer l in the matrix
form and spheroidal carbon nanotubes in the fiber form. The properties of these
constituent elements along with the Eshelby’s tensor are used to compute the final
properties of the LCP/nanotube composites. The elastic constants for the final
composite are derived using the MATLAB model for various nanotube volume
fractions, lengths and orientations. Thus, the data generated using the model
developed here gives an overall idea about the behavior of the final composite and is
presented in the results section.
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2. Micromechanical Modeling
The mechanical analysis of a composite material to its constituent level is necessary
in order to determine its attributes that could be of importance in various applications.
This study of materials is known as micromechanics. Such properties are often too
tedious to calculate using experimental methods. Clearly, inhomogeneous materials
such as composites that are formed from different constituent elements exhibit
properties that are a combination of the properties of its individual constituents. The
task of determining the properties of the composite material, thus, takes into account
the physical characteristics and properties of the individual phases and is called
homogenization. Continuum micromechanics has the ability to determine the
properties and behavior of inhomogeneous materials along various axial directions.
The Mori-Tanaka method entails the use of Eshelby’s tensor to account for
cylindrical inclusions. Here, we assume the fiber-interphase problem using a
composite with cylindrical fiber inclusions. The Mori Tanaka method is a popular
standard tool and is useful in determining the accuracy of the approximate solution.
The main advantage with Mori-Tanaka method is that it directly computes the elastic
properties of a composite in terms of its stiffness tensor or compliance tensor, which
can then be used to determine effective properties by simple arithmetic calculations.
Earlier, applications of this theory were linked with eigen strain, equivalent inclusions
and back stress concepts (Gavazzi and Lagoudas 1990). However, this research is
based on applying direct approach to define and compute the elastic moduli of
composites. This research synthesizes composites with transversely isotropic elastic
phases consisting of an inclusion phase of aligned or oriented ellipsoidal nanotubes.
The concept of equivalent inclusion developed by Mori and Tanaka (Mori and
Tanaka 1973) is used to compute the effective properties of the nano-composites.
This assumes that the composite is being subjected to homogeneous boundary
conditions.
17

The averaging techniques used to compute the effective properties of composite
materials are based on the solution to the calculation of Eshelby’s tensor for the type
of inclusion for each phase of the composite. The solution to the problem of
ellipsoidal inclusions has been formulated by Eshelby (J.D. Eshelby 1957) and the
determination of effective elastic constants using Eshelby’s formulation depends on a
fourth order tensor that relates the average strain in the fibers to the average strain in
the matrix, known as the Eshelby’s tensor (Eshelby 1957). This Eshelby’s tensor is
given as Sijkl. The way in which these tensors are approximated is elucidated in the
framework provided by Benveniste (Y. Benveniste 1987). The Eshelby’s tensor
provides a direct formulation of the method to find effective moduli: a method which
eliminates the use of eigen strain, back stress and energy concepts and develops a
closed loop form expression. The way in which the Eshelby tensor relates the average
strain in the fibers to the average strain in the matrix is given by Eshelby (J.D.
Eshelby 1957).
The modeling part of this research project consists of application of the Mori-Tanaka
averaging method in order to predict the effective moduli of nano-composites with
liquid crystal polymer in the matrix phase and the inclusions phase consisting of
carbon nanotubes that are assumed to be of the same size and shape. The analysis is
carried out at different lengths and orientations of CNTs. The micromechanics
method used in this research to predict the effective moduli is based on Mori-Tanaka
averaging method (Mori and Tanaka 1973) and has previously been used to compute
properties of composites with transversely-isotropic inclusions by Qui and Weng (Qui
and Weng 1990). This technology has been used in modeling to design composites
that would then be synthesized by the IJD process. The multiscale design procedure
developed by Odegard has been used and combines quantum molecular dynamics and
coarse-graining modeling tools to simulate the material structure and behavior at
different length scales of the nanotubes. This modeling method incorporates
micromechanical analyses for the prediction of the behavior occurring from the bulk
18

mechanical properties of nanotube/polymer composites with various compositions of
the nanotubes in the composite.
Combination of micromechanics and continuum mechanics is essential in order to
synthesize a multiconstituent material. Continuum mechanics assumes homogeneity
in material properties. Continuum mechanics’ assumption of uniform material
properties might not hold at the micro level and thus, the continuum quantities
associated with the micro level constituents of the material, are expressed with the
help of micromechanics (G. M. Odegard, et al. 2005). In this study, effective fiber
was taken into consideration instead of considering the nanotube/polymer interface
separately. The effective fiber was supposed to comprise the molecules surrounding
the interface of the constituent materials. Consequently, the computation of the
properties for effective fibers indirectly explains the behavior of the interface
molecules under different situations (G.M. Odegard, et al. 2005). Thus, perfect
bonding can be assumed to exist between LC/nanotube effective fibers and the
surrounding LC matrix in the micromechanics analysis (G. M. Odegard, et al. 2005).
The elastic mechanical properties of the composite material were predicted with the
help of a micromechanics based model; the Mori-Tanaka method (Mori T, Tanaka K
1973). The elastic stiffness matrix for the composite material, using this method, is
given by Benveniste (Y. Benveniste 1987).
C = Cm + vf {( Cf – Cm) Af} (vmI + vf { Af })-1

(2.1)

Where Cm is the matrix stiffness tensor, Cf is the fiber stiffness tensor, vf is the fiber
volume fraction, vm is the matrix volume fraction, I is the fourth order identity tensor
and the orientation dependant tensor Af is the dilute strain concentration factor for the
fiber given in eq. (2.2). The stiffness matrix, C, obtained from using nanotubes of
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length 500nm and for a volume content of 25% and aligned in the same direction as
that of the polymer is given in the Appendix section A of this document.
Af = [ I + S (Cm)-1 (Cf – Cm) ]-1

(2.2)

S denotes the fourth order Eshelby’s tensor and is given by Eshelby (J. D. Eshelby
1957) and Mura (T. Mura 1982). For a general anisotropic material with an
ellipsoidal inclusion embedded in its matrix, the Eshelby tensor is given in terms of a
double integration (Gavazzi and Lagoudas 1990) that has to be carried out
numerically as depicted in this document. The analytical approach to such a problem
in finite element program will require a double numerical integration at varied points
in the material for every load increment (Gavazzi and Lagoudas 1990). Here we used
the Gaussian Quadrature program developed by Gavazzi and Lagoudas with variable
number of integration points to evaluate the Eshelby’s tensor. A computer program is
developed with the help of MATLAB to solve the double integration problem. The
results obtained from the program are then fed into the Mori-Tanaka averaging
scheme discussed before to evaluate the effective mechanical properties of
LCP/nanotube composites.
If an ellipsoidal inclusion is subjected to a uniform, stress-free transformation strain
εijT the resulting strain field is uniform and is represented by the Eshelby tensor S (J.
D. Eshelby 1957) as:
εijc = Sijkl εklT

(2.3)

where, Sijkl represents the components of S which can be predicted with the help of
the stiffness tensor, L, of the matrix and the shape of the fiber.
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The Eshelby’s tensor for the case of a general anisotropic tensor is given by the
following double integration which depicts the surface of the unit sphere (Mura
1987).
Sijkl =

L0mnkl

Gimjn ( ) + Gjmin ( )} dω

(2.4)

Where
(2.5.1)

Gijkl ( ) = ξk ξl Nij ( )/D( )
= ζi/ai ; ζ1 = (1 – ζ32)1/2 cos ω; ζ2 = (1 – ζ32)1/2 sin ω; ζ3 = ζ3

(2.5.2)

D( ) = εmnl Km1 Kn2 Kl3

(2.5.3)

Kik = L0ijkl ξjξl

(2.5.4)
(2.5.5)

Nij( ) = εikl εjmn Kkm Kln

The set of eq. (2.5) follow continuum expansions. These equations can be elaborated
so as to solve for obtaining the components of the Eshelby’s tensor from eq. (2.6). We
can write eq. (2.5.4) as,
K11 = L1111*ξ1* ξ1 + L1212* ξ2* ξ2 + L1313* ξ3* ξ3 + L1112* ξ1* ξ2 + L1113*
ξ1* ξ3 + L1211* ξ2* ξ1 + L1213* ξ2* ξ3 + L1312* ξ3* ξ2 + L1311* ξ3* ξ1

(2.5.6)

and eq. (2.5.5) as,
N11( ) = (ε123* ε231*K23*K31 + ε132* ε213*K31*K23 + ε123* ε213*K21*K33
(2.5.7)

+ ε132* ε231*K33*K21)/2
Also eq. (2.5.3) as,
D( ) = ε123*K11*K22*K33 + ε231*K21*K32*K13 + ε312*K31*K12*K23 +
ε132*K11*K32*K23 + ε213*K21*K12*K33 + ε321*K31*K22*K13
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(2.5.8)

Using these equations along with the other equations in eq. (2.5.2), the values of
Gijkl(

can be calculated for various combinations of i, j, k and l (i = j = k = l = 1,

2, 3) as follows:
G1111 =

1* 1*N11(

(2.5.9)

)/D( )

Similarly, eq. (2.5.1) can be solved for all 81 components of G( ). Once these
components are obtained, eq. (2.6) can be solved for all the components of Sijkl.
Refer Appendix B for the expansion of the above equations over all the
continuum points. The expansion of eq. (2.6) is also presented in the same
section of the appendix.
In the above equations, εijk is the permutation tensor and L0ijkl the components of
stiffness tensor L0. The solution for eq. (2.4) has been given in Mura (1987) for
general cases such as isotropic and transversely isotropic materials. No explicit
formula for anisotropic materials exists that gives the components of the Tensor S.
According to the author, the program’s accuracy for the computation depends upon
the aspect ratios a1/a2 and a1/a3 (Gavazzi and Lagoudas 1990). The double integration
in eq. (2.4) can be solved by numerical integration using the Gaussian quadrature
formula (Gavazzi and Lagoudas 1990)

Sijkl =

{Gimjn (ωq, ζ3p) + Gjmin (ωq, ζ3p)} Wpq

(2.6)

where, M and N are the integration points for the Gaussian quadrature scheme in
integrating over ζ3 and ω, respectively, and vary with the aspect ratios a1/a2 and a1/a3.
The term Wpq represents the Gaussian weights that are taken from a handbook of
Mathematical functions. Since, cylindrical inclusions are being considered, the ratio
a1/a2 is set to one and remains unchanged, whereas, the ratio a1/a3 varies as per the
length of the inclusions where a3 represents the length of an inclusion.
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The modeling part of this research deals with developing a computer program to
accurately and efficiently solve the eq. (2.6) in order to compute the components of
Eshelby’s tensor, S, which has been previously defined. As has been said before,
Ghahremani’s computer program is the only solution that exists as far as S for
anisotropic composites is concerned. An effort is made to develop an efficient
solution that would generate the Eshelby’s tensor for a generic anisotropic material.
The results from this solution would then be fed to the Mori-Tanaka scheme that has
been briefed previously and the entire model would ultimately be used to design
composites. These composites would then be synthesized by the IJD process.
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3. Procedure
The aim of this research was to develop a mathematical model that would efficiently
predict the effective properties of the LCP/nanotube composites. The development of
this mathematical model was divided into two different modules. The first module
consisted of developing a model for the general Mori-Tanaka equations that could
predict the effective mechanical properties of isotropic or transversely isotropic
polymer/nanotube materials. It was noted that this model was insufficient when the
material in play showed anisotropic properties. Since their properties vary at every
point in the material, it is difficult to compute the Eshelby’s tensor for anisotropic
materials in the same fashion that is used for the transversely isotropic materials. A
numerical scheme developed by Gavazzi and Lagoudas (Gavazzi and Lagoudas 1990)
was selected to compute the Eshelby’s tensor for such materials. Since the
disintegration of this scheme to find components of the Eshelby’s tensor for
anisotropic materials required continuum mechanics based expansion of surface
integral equations, a separate mathematical model, dedicated entirely to the
development of Eshelby’s tensor, was created. This constituted the second module in
the development of the mathematical model. The last step in modeling the process to
determine the effective properties of the composite consisted of the merger of the two
mathematical models developed using MATLAB. Thus, the resulting model consisted
of the bulk matrix, effective fiber properties, fiber dimensions, fiber volume fraction
and orientation as the variables. Using these variables, the model was capable of
computing the Eshelby’s tensor S employing the eq. (2.5) and (2.6), which was
ultimately used to generate the stiffness matrix for the LC/nanotube composite using
the eq. (2.1) and (2.2). Considering the complexity of the idea and the broad range of
continuum based expansion involved, the synthesis of the continuum-based
expansions and the final model are explicitly explained in the following section.
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Accounting for the relationships between the structure of the composite and its
properties at the nanoscale interphase between the polymer and fibers was very
important and thus, the concept of effective fiber was defined by Odegard (G. M.
Odegard, et al. 2003). The effective fiber, which can be directly modeled using
continuum mechanics, perfectly defines these relationships at such minute scales.
This study consisted of the use of mechanical properties of the effective fiber and the
bulk polymer matrix for the polymer/nanotube composite. The LC molecules
surrounding the interphase region were included in the effective fiber whereas, the
rest of the polymer molecules constituted to the bulk mechanical properties of the
matrix. Even though the properties varied, perfect bonding was assumed to exist
between the effective fiber and the polymer matrix. It was possible, therefore, to
develop a constitutive model of the composite for micromechanical analysis. This
study was carried out at varying fiber volume fractions and lengths of fiber. The
length of the nanotube and the effective-fiber remained equal whereas, the nanotube
volume fraction was calculated to be 34% of the effective-fiber volume fraction
(G.M. Odegard, et al. 2003).
3.1 Module I
Due to the complex nature of the work involved, the modeling procedure was divided
into the aforementioned modules. This ensured accuracy in generating final results.
The initial step in this process was to validate the results from the model developed.
Since, the Mori-Tanaka method developed by Qui and Weng (Qui and Weng 1990)
for isotropic and transversely isotropic materials has been extensively used by
Odegard in the modeling of nanotube-reinforced polymer composites (G.M. Odegard,
et. al 2003), it was decided that an attempt would be made to replicate his results. A
MATLAB model was developed to incorporate the eq. (2.1) and (2.2) given by Weng
(Qui and Weng 1990). The Eshelby’s tensor, S, depends upon the type of the material
as well as on the shape and size of the inclusions. The terms Cf and Cm are matrices of
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order 6, as has been mentioned in the preceding section, and denote the mechanical
properties of the fiber and the matrix which are taken directly from Odegard’s paper
(G.M. Odegard, et. al 2003). These properties are given in table 7.1 and 7.2 of the
appendix. Since, here, isotropic/transversely isotropic materials are under
consideration, the matrix of order 9 can be replaced by a matrix of order 6 because of
symmetry in the stress and strain tensors. This results in simplicity in solving
equations and prevents singularity from arising in the stiffness matrix C for the final
composite in eq. (2.1).
While developing a Matlab model for Mori-Tanaka method to synthesize transversely
isotropic materials, the first step was to define all the parameters that were to be used
in the development of the program. These included specifying the stiffness matrices
of matrix material and effective-fibers, the length and diameter of the inclusions or
the aspect ratio, the Eshelby’s tensor for transversely isotropic materials which was
developed using a set of equations developed by Qiu and Weng (Qui and Weng
1990). Once all the parameters were defined, the eqs (2.1) and (2.2) were modeled to
be solved for different volume fractions of the nanotubes. This was achieved by
establishing a “for” loop that defined the range of the fiber volume fractions at which
the mechanical properties of the polymer/nanotube composite were to be determined.
The entire procedure is explained in detail in Appendix B. It is of significance to note
here that the stiffness matrix for the effective fiber was directly available from the
work of Odegard (G.M. Odegard, et al. 2003) whereas, the stiffness matrix for the
polymer matrix used in Odegard’s work was calculated from a set of equations from
the mechanics of composite materials. Thus, a compliance matrix was first obtained
using the equations given in appendix and the inverse of this matrix gave the stiffness
matrix for the polymer. Since, the Eshelby’s tensor is sensitive to aspect ratio of the
nanotubes, a separate code was written to incorporate the changes in length of the
nanotubes. Once the code was executed, the command window displayed required
results for the range of volume fraction used in the “for” loop. These results included
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and were not limited to mainly the elastic constants of the composite material. Graphs
of longitudinal Young’s modulus, E1 against the corresponding fiber volume fraction
were plotted for varying lengths of the nanotubes.
Upon comparison it was found that the results obtained from the Mori-Tanaka
equations formulated using MATLAB were in accordance with those obtained by
Odegard et al., (G.M. Odegard, et al. 2003) for single walled nanotube-reinforced
polyimide composite systems. This work established the validity of the code
developed to solve the Mori-Tanaka equations for the stiffness matrix. The validity of
the MATLAB code was tested for various variables such as fiber orientations aligned,
random and at different angles, fiber volume fraction ranging between 10% and 90%
by volume, and fiber lengths ranging between 10nm and 500nm.
3.2 Module II
As stated earlier, module II consists of developing a Matlab program to calculate the
Eshelby’s tensor for a general anisotropic material. A numerical scheme developed by
Gavazzi and Lagoudas (Gavazzi and Lagoudas 1990) was coded with the help of
MATLAB and the program was executed to generate Eshelby’s tensor Sijkl. Since the
properties vary at every point in an anisotropic material, the method given by Qiu and
Weng (Qui and Weng 1990) to calculate components of S is not suitable. The
components of Sijkl in the method given by Gavazzi and Lagoudas (Gavazzi and
Lagoudas 1990) are incorporated by the eq. (2.6) given previously, and are defined by
the continuum expansion of the double integration over the surface of the effective
fiber. Sijkl represents 81 components of a matrix of order 9 which are required to
define the stress strain interaction at the interphase completely.
The task of the Module II is to take input from the variable L0 which is the stiffness
tensor for the matrix material, the length and the diameter of the nanotubes and use
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these data points to solve a set of equations defined in eq. (2.5). After meticulously
solving each eq. from (2.5), the values for the components of Gijkl( ) are obtained
which form a part of the eq. (2.6). Once these components are determined, the double
summation in eq. (2.6) is solved over predefined number of Gaussian integration
points. The number of these integration points is based on the aspect ratio a1/a2 of the
inclusions. Once these values were obtained, eq. (2.6) was expanded with the help of
continuum mechanics. Eq. (2.6) constitutes for three types of summations defined as
follows: continuum expansion of the terms Gimjn (ωq, ζ3p) and Gjmin (ωq, ζ3p),
summation of the equation L0mnkl {Gimjn (ωq, ζ3p) + Gjmin (ωq, ζ3p)} Wpq over “q”
ranging from 1 to N and finally summation of the equation

0mnkl

{Gimjn (ωq, ζ3p)

+ Gjmin (ωq, ζ3p)} Wpq over “p” ranging from 1 to M. The most challenging part of the
computational problem was to develop a program that would account for all the
continuum expansions which would then be used in these summation equations to
generate the Eshelby’s tensor for a generic anisotropic material.
Ultimately, as the program to generate S was established, the code in Module II was
merged with the code in Module I thus giving an efficient program that would
calculate the elastic constants for a general composite material depending upon the
fiber volume fraction, the fiber length and shape and the fiber orientation. The final
program consists of three important divisions: the inputs which are constants defined
by the type of the material used, computing Eshelby’s tensor and using the inputs and
Eshelby’s tensor in the Mori Tanaka method to generate the elastic properties of the
required composite material. These steps are defined in detail in the following
section.
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3.3 Computational Program
This section is dedicated to the explanation of the important steps involved in
processing the MATLAB code to define the properties of a general composite
material. These steps are as follows.
3.3.1 Defining inputs
The inputs used for running the code are the mechanical properties of the matrix
material and the inclusions, provided to the program in the form of stiffness matrices
of order 9 and the aspect ratios of the inclusion material defining its size and shape.
This also includes defining any other constants that would be encountered later in the
program such as the values for the permutation tensors. Also, a matrix containing all
the values of the Gaussian weights is defined to be used in the double summation
equation. These inputs form the foundation of calculating the required attributes and
are fed to the solver for the values of G that would be used in the eq. (2.6).
3.3.2 Analytics
Some of the inputs defined earlier such as the stiffness tensor for the matrix material
and the aspect ratio for the inclusions are separated out from other inputs and are used
to pre-calculate some of the terms that would be used in solving the eq. (2.6) for
generating the components of S. This eases the process of solving the complex
equation and makes the code more efficient. Conversely, if nested loops that compute
everything at the same time are used, the computation time is comparatively more and
the efficiency of the code reduces.
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3.3.2.1 Continuum expansions
The solver that computes values of G is based on a set of equations defined by eq.
(2.5) and denoted by indicial notations which are based on continuum expansions.
Again, in order to make the program more efficient, these expansions are defined
beforehand so that G values can be computed with ease. These include the expansion
of the equations for Kik, Nij ( ) and D ( ) and are explicitly defined in the appendix
section B.
3.3.2.2 Solver for Gijkl ( )
Once the inputs for the program are defined, a double “for” loop is defined that
computed the values for the various components of G in Gijkl ( ). The loop ranges
from the values of i = 1 to N. The loop is divided into two parts: one that takes the
positive value of eta3 (ζ3) into account and the other that takes the negative value into
account. This is done with the help of “if else” statements that take the respective
value based on the parameters defined. This part of the computation gives the
components of G as defined earlier at every point of the Gaussian numerical
integration and are stored in a row matrix of N columns for the sake of simplicity in
defining the double summation used to solve for the components of Sijkl.
3.3.3 Components of Eshelby’s Tensor, Sijkl
The term Sijkl represents a fourth order tensor which means it has 81 components that
define the tensor completely. These components have to be computed individually
depending upon the values that the indices i, j, k and l take (i.e. i = j = k = l = 1, 2, 3).
These indices define the 81 components of S as S1111, S1112, S1213 and so on and are
defined in the MATLAB code given in the appendix B. Solution for each individual
component requires explicitly solving the eq. (2.6) for that component. This
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incorporates the values of the components of G that were derived in the previous
section and the matrix of the gaussian weights defined in the inputs section. As all of
the components are computed, they are stored in a matrix of order 9 as is shown in the
appendix B and this matrix constitutes the Eshelby’s tensor S.
3.3.4 Mori-Tanaka calculations
The Mori Tanaka method defined in the previous chapter is used to compute the
effective properties of the composite material. The Eshelby’s tensor calculated earlier
forms the basis of the solution for the Mori-Tanaka method. In this section, a “for”
loop is defined to incorporate the range of the volume fraction of the effective fiber
over which the properties are determined. This loop solves the eq. (2.1) and (2.2),
defined earlier, over the range of this fiber volume fraction to generate the elastic
constants of the final composite material. The results are displayed in the command
window of MATLAB.
3.3.5 Combined processing
Summarizing, the various sections defined earlier help in the computation of the
effective properties of the composite. The accuracy of these calculations depends on
the accuracy of user input to the program and can be modified as per the requirements
of the final composite. Alteration in the definition of the shape and size of the fibers,
the fiber volume fraction and the fiber orientation can be made to obtain properties
corresponding to the applications of the final composite. Computation of the
Eshelby’s tensor needs to be done at each modification in the input, since S is
vulnerable to any change in the properties defined here and is directly related to the
accuracy of the final results.
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3.3.6 Graphical Representation
Representing the data obtained in a user friendly pattern is very important considering
the large number of data points involved and the complexity in understanding the
results from the command window directly. The last step in the program involved
representing the data in a graphical form in order to the ease the comparison of
properties obtained with different sets of modifications in the input properties. The
various graphs obtained are shown and explained in the results section of this
document. These contain different combinations of data points and incorporate all the
variations in nanotube lengths, orientations and volume fractions.
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4. Results and Discussion
This section demonstrates the effective properties of the LCP/nanotube composite,
derived from the research program, in a graphical and numerical form. The properties
are a function of the nanotube volume fraction, nanotube length and the fiber
orientation. In the computation of these properties, effective fiber volume was
considered in order to account for the interphase conditions between the nanotubes
and the polymer matrix and a nanotube volume fraction equivalent to 34% of the
effective-fiber volume fraction was assumed based on the findings of Odegard et al.
(G.M. Odegard et al. 2003). The effective properties calculated here consisted of the
longitudinal Young’s modulus, E1, the transverse Young’s modulus, E2, and the
longitudinal shear modulus, G12. These properties were computed for nanotube
lengths ranging between 10nm and 1000nm for liquid crystal polymer composites
with aligned and axisymmetrically oriented nanotubes. The orientations were
randomly chosen between 0 and 90 degrees so that the behavior of the material could
be studied.
It can be seen from Figure 4.1 that E1 depends, invariably, upon the length of the
nanotubes used for reinforcement. Since, the longitudinal Young’s modulus of the
LCP is very small as compared to that of the nanotubes, the properties of the final
composite are literally dependent on the nanotubes and are subject to change
according to the variations in their length and orientation. It can be seen from the
figure that there is a 560% increase in E1 for the composite with aligned nanotubes of
length 500nm, with respect to the composite/LCP without reinforcement. The general
trend that can be seen for nanotubes of all lengths is that the longitudinal Young’s
modulus increases with the increase in the nanotube volume fraction. This amount of
increase, here, is directly proportional to the increase in length of the nanotubes.
However, it is of importance to note that this increase in the longitudinal Young’s
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modulus of the composite is experienced only until nanotubes of length 300nm are
used.

Figure 4.1: Graph showing longitudinal Young’s modulus (E1) plotted v/s the
nanotube volume fraction (vf) for unidirectionally aligned fibers of various lengths.
It can be seen that even at low nanotube concentrations, exceptional results in the
longitudinal Young’s modulus are obtained along all lengths of the nanotubes. This
may be because of the superiority of the material properties of the nanotubes over
those of the LCP. Not much improvement in the longitudinal Young’s modulus is
observed with nanotube lengths more than 300nm. This can be seen from the graph
where the lines showing the longitudinal Young’s modulus for nanotube lengths of
500nm and 1000nm are fairly close to each other or are nearly coinciding. A better
view of the results can be obtained from the Figure 4.2 where the graph has been
zoomed in to show results over the nanotube volume fractions from 0 to 5%. The
relation between the longitudinal Young’s modulus and the volume fraction is
directly related to the length of the nanotubes and increases with the increase in
length. This can be attributed to the effect of increase in the load transfer to the
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nanotubes with increase in their concentration (H. Fukudu and Y. Takao 2000). To
summarize, increase in moduli value is directly proportional to the increase in
nanotube volume fraction.

Figure 4.2: Graph showing longitudinal Young’s modulus (E1) plotted v/s the
nanotube volume fraction (vf) for unidirectionally aligned fibers of various lengths at
volume fractions ranging from 0 to 5%
Figure 4.3 shows the transverse Young’s modulus of the composite plotted against
the nanotube volume fraction for various fiber lengths. The data indicates that
although the transverse modulus increases with the increase in the fiber volume
fraction, the length of nanotubes doesn’t seem to have any significant effect upon its
magnitude. This may be because the transverse modulus is a matrix dependent
property and, thus, is unaffected by the change in length of the nanotubes (Daniel and
Ishai 1994). There is an increase of 33.33% in the transverse Young’s modulus at 5%
nanotube volume fraction from when no reinforcement is used at all which is evident
in the data obtained. This property of the composite of producing a high Young’s
modulus in one direction and a very low modulus in the other can be used in
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applications where directional stiffness plays an important role in the properties of a
component. It is important to note that the graph of increase in the transverse modulus
as per the increase in the nanotube volume fraction is mostly linear for all lengths of
the nanotube. This is unlike the graph for longitudinal modulus which, as the length
of nanotubes increase, becomes linear, but shows no linearity at smaller lengths.

Figure 4.3: Graph showing transverse Young’s modulus (E2) plotted v/s the nanotube
volume fraction (vf) for unidirectionally aligned fibers of various lengths at volume
fractions ranging from 0 to 5%
Figure 4.4 is a graph of longitudinal shear modulus (G12) plotted against the
nanotube volume fraction for various lengths of the nanotube. Since the values of the
modulus do not change significantly according to the change in length of the
nanotubes, the graph lines for some lengths coincide and are not clearly visibile. In
general, an increase in the nanotube volume fraction resulted in the increase in
longitudinal shear modulus of the nanocomposite. Only changes in the shear modulus
relating to changes in the length of the nanotubes were visible above a nanotube
volume fraction of around 10%. It can be inferred that the shear strength of the
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LCP/nanotube composite is much less as compared to its longitudinal strength at a
25% nanotube volume fraction. Thus, LCP/nanotube composite shows high stiffness
in the axial direction for unidirectionally aligned nanotubes at 0 degrees.

Figure 4.4: Graph showing longitudinal shear modulus (G12) plotted v/s the
nanotube volume fraction (vf) for unidirectionally aligned fibers of various lengths.
Figure 4.5 shows a graph of longitudinal Young’s modulus (E1) plotted against the
nanotube volume fraction for different orientations of the nanotubes aligned
unidirectionally. It can be seen that there is a significant drop in the modulus even for
a 15 degree orientation of the nanotubes as related to the matrix molecules. This drop
in modulus is noted to be around 65%. This percentage amount decrease in the
modulus is a significant amount and is because of the dependency of E1 entirely on
the longitudinal Young’s modulus of the nanotubes. The modulus value for the LCP
is negligible as compared to that of the nanotubes. As the nanotubes are further
oriented until they are aligned in a direction perpendicular to the direction of the LCP
molecules the modulus goes on decreasing and is found to be lowest at 90 degree
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orientation. Once the 45 degree mark is crossed no significant change in E1 is noted.
Similar plots are obtained for E2 and G12 and are shown in the figures below.

Figure 4.5: Graph showing Longitudinal Young’s modulus (E1) plotted against the
nanotube volume fraction (vf 0-5%) for various orientations of the the nanotubes at
the length of 500nm.
It can be seen from Figure 4.6 that as the nanotubes are oriented with reference to the
longitudinal axis of the composite, the longitudinal Young’s modulus decreases
whereas; the transverse Young’s modulus increases. This, again, is because of the
dependency of the modulus on the properties of nanotubes. On the other hand, Figure
4.7 shows that the longitudinal shear modulus at 5% nanotube volume content is
greater when nanotubes are aligned in the same direction as that of LCP’s than when
they are oriented at 90 degrees. Whereas, this is vice-versa at very low nanotube
volume content such as 1%.
Longitudinal Young’s modulus is plotted against the length (nm) of nanotubes at
various orientations in Figure 4.8. It is to be noted here that, at 0 degree orientation,
there is no steep rise in the modulus after a length of around 300nm. This is also
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evident from Figure 4.1 where the curves for modulus at 500nm and 1000nm nearly
coincide. This might be because the load transfer to the nanotubes depends vastly
upon their aspect ratio and since this ratio for 500nm and 1000nm nears infinity, no
significant effect is seen as far as E1 is concerned. It can be said that the 1000nm
nanotubes are much more flexible as compared to the 500nm ones and are subject to
fail earlier.

Figure 4.6: Graph showing transverse Young’s modulus (E2) plotted against the
nanotube volume fraction (vf 0-5%) for various orientations of the the nanotubes at
the length of 500nm.
The curves for E2 for the same case as above are exactly opposite to those of E1.
Since, the nanotubes experience orientation up to 90 degrees, E2 also achieves
magnitude from the lowest at 0 degree to the highest at 90 degrees which equals E1 at
0 degree nanotube orientation. This can be seen in Figure 4.9 where magnitudes of E2
are plotted against the nanotube lengths. At 0 degrees though, the magnitude of E2
does not change with the change in the aspect ratio of the nanotubes since, the
transverse Young’s modulus is a matrix dependent property (Daniel and Ishai 1994).
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Figure 4.10 is a plot of longitudinal shear modulus plotted against the nanotube length
for various orientations of the nanotubes at 5% volume fraction.

Figure 4.7: Graph showing longitudinal shear modulus (G12) plotted against the
nanotube volume fraction (vf 0-5%) for various orientations of the the nanotubes at
the length of 500nm.
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Figure 4.8: Graph showing Longitudinal Young’s modulus (E1) plotted against the
nanotube length (nm) at a 5% nanotube volume fraction for various orientations of
the the nanotubes.

Figure 4.9: Graph showing transverse Young’s modulus (E2) plotted against the
nanotube length (nm) at a 5% nanotube volume fraction for various orientations of
the the nanotubes
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Figure 4.10: Graph showing longitudinal shear modulus (G12) plotted against the
nanotube length (nm) at 5% nanotube volume fraction for various orientations of the
the nanotubes.
Figure 4.10 is interesting because of the pattern experienced in the values of G12
along all the orientations. Irrespective of the angle at which the nanotubes are aligned
as compared to the LCPs, the magnitude of G12 tends to remain constant over a
nanotube length of 100nm. A very steep increase in the magnitude is observed for 45
degrees orientation of the nanotubes from a length of 1nm to 100nm and is recorded
to be around 50%.
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Figure 4.11: Graph showing Longitudinal Young’s modulus (E1) plotted against the
nanotube orientation (deg.) for various lengths of the nanotubes at 5% nanotube
volume content.
Longitudinal Young’s modulus has been plotted against the nanotube orientation, for
various lengths of the nanotubes, in Figure 4.11 at a 5% nanotube volume fraction.
For all the nanotube lengths the modulus decreases with the increase in the nanotube
orientation angle. This is similar to the data in Figure 4.5 and also is because of the
dependency of the longitudinal modulus on nanotube properties. For nanotubes that
are 500nm or even 1000nm long, the drop in modulus values with increase in
orientation is significant and can be seen in the figure. For nanotubes that are 500nm
long, the drop in modulus with orientation increase from 0 to 90 degrees is
approximately 96.3%.
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Figure 4.12: Graph showing transverse Young’s modulus (E2) plotted against the
nanotube orientation (deg.) for various lengths of the nanotubes at 5% nanotube
volume content.
Again, just like the Figures 4.8 and 4.9, the graphs shown by Figures 4.11 and 4.12
denote curves that represent exactly opposite data. As the nanotubes are oriented with
respect to the longitudinal axis of the composite, the longitudinal Young’s modulus
decreases and the transverse Young’s modulus increases and at 90 degrees orientation
the transverse Young’s modulus is equal to the longitudinal Young’s modulus at a 0
degree orientation. The longitudinal shear modulus, for the same case as above, has
been plotted against the nanotube orientation for various lengths of the nanotubes and
is shown in Figure 4.13. It can be noted that for all lengths of the nanotubes used,
G12 was lowest at 45 degrees orientation of the nanotubes and highest at 0 and 90
degrees orientations. The steepest drop at the 45 degree orientation is with nanotubes
that are 10nm long while the lowest drop is with nanotubes that are 1000nm long.
There is, again, a big drop in magnitude of G12 while nanotubes are switched from
50nm length to 10nm length which signifies that the shorter the length of nanotubes
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used, higher is the effect of orientation and volume fraction on the final properties of
the composite, since the properties mainly depend upon the nanotubes.

Figure 4.13: Graph showing longitudinal shear modulus (G12) plotted against the
nanotube orientation (deg.) for various lengths of the nanotubes at 5% nanotube
volume content.
Figure 4.14 plots the longitudinal Young’s modulus against the orientation of
nanotubes that are 500nm long for varying nanotube content (volume). The nanotube
volume fraction affects the longitudinal Young’s modulus until the orientation of
around 45 degrees after which the graph lines almost tend to straighten out and
coincide with each other. The orientation has no more effect on the magnitude of the
modulus. For a nanotube volume content of 5% from 0 to 45 degrees orientation, the
drop in the longitudinal Young’s modulus is recorded to be around 95%. From about
60 to 90 degrees orientation, the nanotube volume fraction does not seem to play a
role in determining the longitudinal modulus of the composite.
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Figure 4.14: Graph showing longitudinal Young’s modulus (E1) plotted against the
nanotube orientation (deg.) for varying volume fractions of nanotubes of length
500nm.

Figure 4.15: Graph showing transverse Young’s modulus (E2) plotted against the
nanotube orientation (deg.) for varying volume fractions of nanotubes of length
500nm.
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Again, Figure 4.15 is similar to Figure 4.14 only that the data is plotted in the exact
opposite manner. Here, since transverse modulus is being measured, the magnitudes
start escalating once the nanotube orientation reaches and crosses 45 degrees. As the
nanotubes draw closer to the transverse axis of the composite, the magnitude almost
reaches and at 90 degrees, finally, becomes equal to the longitudinal modulus of the
composite at 0 degree orientation. Also, from 0 to 45 degrees orientation, the
nanotube volume fraction does not seem to affect the transverse Young’s modulus at
all. The steep rise in the modulus starts only after the orientation of 45 degrees. It can
be seen that even the slightest concentration of nanotubes tends to largely increase the
modulus of the composite and is most efficient for E1 when nanotubes are aligned
uniaxially with the LCP molecules and for E2 when they are aligned in a
perpendicular direction.

Figure 4.16: Graph showing longitudinal shear modulus (G12) plotted against the
nanotube orientation (deg.) for varying volume fractions of nanotubes of length
500nm.
The longitudinal shear modulus (G12) has been plotted against various nanotube
orientations for varying volume contents of the nanotubes that are 500nm long and is
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shown in the Figure 4.16. Again, just like in Figure 4.13, the graph is symmetric
about a vertical axis drawn at the 45 degree mark. For no nanotube concentration, the
magnitude of the shear modulus does not vary too much as per the orientation.
However, as the nanotube volume content increases, the orientation has greater
effects upon the magnitude of the modulus. The shear modulus has the highest
magnitude at 0 and 90 degree orientations for 25% nanotube volume content.

Figure 4.17: Graph showing longitudinal Young’s modulus (E1) plotted against the
nanotube lengths (nm) for varying volume fractions of nanotubes aligned uniaxially
with the LCP molecules.
Figures 4.17 and 4.18 plot the longitudinal and transverse Young’s modulus of the
composite against the nanotube lengths and is plotted for various nanotube volume
contents that are aligned uniaxially with the LCP monomers. Thus, the plot does not
take nanotube orientation into consideration. It is worthwhile to note that nanotube
length has a significant effect on the longitudinal modulus of the composite whereas
the transverse modulus does not vary at any point in time. This is because of the
dependency of the transverse modulus on the properties of the matrix material (Daniel
and Ishai 1994) although, it can be seen from previous figures that orientation of the
nanotubes does have a significant effect upon the transverse modulus of the material.
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From Figure 4.17 it can be seen that, at 25% nanotube volume content, no
considerable change is observed in the longitudinal Young’s modulus if nanotubes
above a length of about 300nm are used. This is also evident from Figure 4.1 where
the curves for nanotube lengths 500nm and 1000nm, for the longitudinal Young’s
modulus, almost seem to coincide with each other. At a nanotube length of 300nm,
there is approximately a 540% increase in the modulus as the nanotube volume
content increases from 5% to 25%. Thus, it can be said that even the slightest
concentration of the nanotubes increases the stiffness significantly in the longitudinal
direction of the composite whereas the stiffness in the transverse direction does not
change at all. Although the length of nanotubes does not affect the transverse
Young’s modulus, the nanotube volume fraction affects it and the modulus increases
with the increase in the nanotube concentration and can be seen in Figure 4.18 where
for a nanotube concentration increase from 5% to 25%, the transverse Young’s
modulus increases by about 175% and is almost the same for all lengths of the
nanotubes used.

Figure 4.18: Graph showing transverse Young’s modulus (E2) plotted against the
nanotube lengths (nm) for varying volume fractions of nanotubes aligned uniaxially
with the LCP molecules.
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Figure 4.19 suggests that the longitudinal shear modulus, just as the transverse
Young’s modulus in Figure 4.18, does not seem to change according to the change in
length of the nanotubes used. Although, a slight change in the modulus values is
noted at lengths of 10nm and 50nm for 20% and 25% fiber volume content, it is not
considerable and can be neglected. As the nanotube volume content increases from
0%, the modulus value also increases and is the same for all the lengths of the
nanotubes used. For a change of nanotube volume content from 0 to 25%, the shear
modulus increases by about 615%. Thus, it is to be noted that the concentration of
nanotubes does affect the longitudinal shear modulus of the composite material. This
can be explained by saying that the increase in the shear modulus values is the effect
of the increase in resistance of the material to shearing strains due to the extremely
high modulus values of the nanotubes.

Figure 4.19: Graph showing longitudinal shear modulus (G12) plotted against the
nanotube lengths (nm) for varying volume fractions of nanotubes aligned uniaxially
with the LCP molecules.
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5. Summary and Conclusions
5.1 Summary
The research was conducted to study the effects of using a liquid crystalline polymer
as a matrix material in a composite in order to customize the alignment of the
nanotubes as per the requirement of the structural applications. The motif was to use
the property of LCP monomers of being able to be oriented in the preferred direction
with the help of electric or magnetic fields and to lock in the arrangement when the
field was removed. It was necessary to develop a mathematical model that would
accurately predict the elastic properties of the final composite. A mathematical model
was created with the help of MATLAB, encompassing the numerical scheme
developed (Gavazzi and Lagoudas 1990) to evaluate the components of the Eshelby’s
tensor Sijkl. This scheme was then used to evaluate the properties of the final
composite using the Mori Tanaka method (G. M. Odegard, et al. 2003) taking into
consideration the effects of nanotube concentration and orientation on the final
properties of the composite. It was predicted that even small concentrations of
nanotubes when combined with LCPs could produce outstanding results that could be
taken advantage of for numerous applications. Results for the longitudinal Young’s
modulus (E1), transverse Young’s modulus (E2) and the longitudinal shear modulus
(G12) were generated for nanotube volume fractions ranging from 0 to 0.25 and
orientations ranging from 0 to 90 degrees in relation to the LCP monomers. An
overview of the data obtained has been given in the results section of this document.
Exceptionally high modulus values were obtained for nanotubes aligned in the
longitudinal direction of the composite material providing greater stiffness in the
longitudinal direction whereas the transverse side of the composite was found to be
weaker to sustain the order of loading that the longitudinal side was capable of. When
the nanotubes were rotated by 90 degrees or when they were perpendicular to the axis
of the LCP monomers, the stiffness in the transverse direction was found to be much
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greater than that in the longitudinal direction. It was also found that the length only
had an effect on the properties until the nanotubes of 250nm were used. Nanotubes
above the length of 250nm hardly affected the properties of the composite, which is
clearly visible from the graph in Figure 4.1.
5.2 Conclusions
A mathematical model has been successfully developed to calculate the components
of the Eshelby’s tensor and ultimately to calculate the mechanical properties for a
general composite material. This model has been used to calculate the mechanical
properties of the LCP/nanotube composite for various cases of nanotube shape, size,
orientation and volume fraction. Thus, the model helped in studying the constitutive
behavior of a composite based on numerous parameters.
The data obtained from the research study was plotted in various graphs and can be
seen in the results section of this document. It is of importance to note that nanotubes,
when combined with LCPs, generate remarkable properties. These properties, as
stated earlier, depend upon the length and the orientation of the nanotubes. It was
observed that this enhancement in properties of the composite is observed only until
the nanotubes of a certain aspect ratio are used. Once, the aspect ratio increases and
becomes more than this critical value, the properties of the composite are not
improved further. This is because of the tendency of the nanotubes to be more
flexible at higher aspect ratios resulting in the deterioration of the efficiency of load
transfer. This critical value for the nanotubes has been found to be the length of about
250nm. It can be observed from the data plotted in the graphs that for longer
nanotubes (up to 250nm), a linear relationship exists between the longitudinal
modulus and the nanotube volume fraction. For short fiber composites with aligned
nanotubes, stiffness values are very low at low concentration of nanotubes. Again, for
nanotubes oriented at different angles with respect to the longitudinal direction of the
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composite, the theory is no different, but the longitudinal modulus goes on decreasing
with the increase in orientation. This is because of the fact that the longitudinal
modulus of the LCP is much less than that of the nanotubes and thus, the longitudinal
modulus of the composite is governed by the properties of the nanotubes.
It is conclusive of the results that the properties of the final composite formed out of
LCP/nanotube are nanotube dominated and change with every single variation in the
nanotube shape, size, orientation and volume fraction. It has been proven that even
the minutest concentrations of the nanotubes, equivalent to about 5% by volume,
generate significant results for the LCP/nanotube composite. As a result the
composites formed are extremely lightweight and can be used in various applications.
Also, the material is stiffer than most composite materials thus contributing to its high
stiffness to weight ratio.
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7 Appendices
7.1 Appendix A – Material Properties
The materials used in this research, the phases of a composite material, were the
liquid crystalline polymer and the carbon nanotubes. Although, they have been
referred to as the nanotubes in the entire document, their properties represent the
behavior of an effective fiber. An effective fiber takes into account the interaction
properties between the two phases and has been discussed earlier in this document.
The properties of the polymer and the effective fiber are given in table 7.1.

Figure 7.1: Equivalent continuum modeling of effective fiber (figure 7.1 is
copyrighted and used with permission of Composites Science and Technology, all
rights reserved, see Appendix-C)
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Table 7.1: Elastic properties of Liquid Crystalline Polymer
Property

Magnitude

Longitudinal Young’s modulus, E11a

2 GPa

Transverse Young’s modulus, E22a

1.5 GPa

Longitudinal Poisson’s ratio, v12a

0.3

Transverse Poisson’s ratio, v23a

0.25

Longitudinal shear modulus, G12a

1.4 GPa

These properties have been obtained from the experimental data provided by
Chartoff, et al. and can be easily drawn into the stiffness matrix by using general rules
of the mechanics of composite materials. The properties for the effective fiber have
been directly extracted from the work of Odegard et al., (G.M. Odegard, et al. 2003).
They directly represent the components of the stiffness tensor for the effective fiber
and are as given below in table 7.2. Odegard, et al. used molecular dynamics and
equivalent continuum modeling techniques in order to compute the properties for the
effective fiber.
Table 7.2: Components of the stiffness tensor for effective fiber (G. M. Odegard, et
al. 2003).
Component

Magnitude (GPa)

C11

457.6

C12

8.4

C22

14.3

C23

5.5

C44

27.0
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Table 7.3: Stiffness matrix for the composite obtained using 500nm long nanotubes
aligned axisymmetrically with the polymer at a 25% volume concentration.
1011 x
3.3712 0.0637 0.0637
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.0637 0.1100 0.0421
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.0637 0.1100 0.0421
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.0339
0
0
0.0339
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.1203
0
0
0.1203
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.1203
0
0
0.1203
0
0
0
0.0339
0
0
0.0339
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.1203
0
0
0.1203
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.1203
0
0
0.1203
The inverse of the above stiffness matrix gives the compliance matrix for the
composite using which the elastic constants for the composite can be easily
calculated using simple arithmetic operations as shown below. Let the
compliance matrix obtained from the above stiffness matrix be denoted by S’.
Then, for the composite material,
E1 = 1/S’(1,1
E2 = 1/S’(2,2
v12 = -S’(1,2 *E1
v23 = -S’(2,3 *E2
G12 = 1/S’(6,6
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7.2 Appendix B- MATLAB Model and Explanation
%Material properties for the liquid crystalline polymer%
E1test = 2*10^9;
E2test = 1.5*10^9;
v12test = 0.3;
v23test = 0.25;
G12test = 1.4*10^9;
%Using material properties in the compliance matrix%
S11 = 1/E1test;
S12 = -v12test/E1test;
S23 = -v23test/E2test;
S22 = 1/E2test;
S66 = 1/G12test;
%Compliance matrix, conversion to stiffness matrix%
S1 = [S11 S12 S12 0 0 0;S12 S22 S23 0 0 0;S12 S23 S22 0 0 0;0 0 0 (2*(S22-S23)) 0
0;0 0 0 0 S66 0;0 0 0 0 0 S66];
C1 = inv(S1);
%Stiffness matrix- A matrix of order 9%
L = [C1(1,1) C1(1,2) C1(1,3) C1(1,4) C1(1,5) C1(1,6) 0 0 0;C1(2,1) C1(2,2) C1(2,3)
C1(2,4) C1(2,5) C1(2,6) 0 0 0;C1(3,1) C1(3,2) C1(3,3) C1(3,4) C1(3,5) C1(3,6) 0 0
0;0 0 0 C1(4,4) 0 0 C1(4,4) 0 0;0 0 0 0 C1(5,5) 0 0 C1(5,5) 0;0 0 0 0 0 C1(6,6) 0 0
C1(6,6);0 0 0 C1(4,4) 0 0 C1(4,4) 0 0;0 0 0 0 C1(5,5) 0 0 C1(5,5) 0;0 0 0 0 0 C1(6,6)
0 0 C1(6,6)];
%Stiffness matrix for the effective fiber%
Cf1 = (10^9)*[457.6 8.4 8.4 0 0 0 0 0 0;8.4 14.3 5.5 0 0 0 0 0 0;8.4 5.5 14.3 0 0 0 0 0
0;0 0 0 4.4 0 0 4.4 0 0;0 0 0 0 27 0 0 27 0;0 0 0 0 0 27 0 0 27;0 0 0 4.4 0 0 4.4 0 0;0 0
0 0 27 0 0 27 0;0 0 0 0 0 27 0 0 27];
I = eye(9); %Identity matrix%
c123 = 1; c231 = 1; c132 = -1; c213 = -1; c312 = 1; c321 = -1; permutation tensors
a1 = 1.8*10^-9; a2 = 1.8*10^-9; a3 = 500*10^-9; nanotube properties
c = 1; d = 2;
%Gaussian Weights for 96 iterations of the Numerical Integration%
Wq = [0.00079 0.00185 0.00291 0.00396 0.00501 0.00605 0.00709 0.00812 0.00914
0.01016 0.01116 0.01215 0.01312 0.01409 0.01503 0.01597 0.01688 0.01778
0.01866 0.01951 0.02035 0.02117 0.02196 0.02273 0.02348 0.02420 0.02490
0.02557 0.02621 0.02682 0.02741 0.02797 0.02849 0.02899 0.02946 0.02989
0.03029 0.03067 0.03101 0.03131 0.03158 0.03182 0.03203 0.03220 0.03234
0.03244 0.03251 0.03255 0.03255 0.03251 0.03244 0.03234 0.03220 0.03203
0.03182 0.03158 0.03131 0.03101 0.03067 0.03029 0.02989 0.02946 0.02899
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0.02849 0.02797 0.02741 0.02682 0.02621 0.02557 0.02490 0.02420 0.02348
0.02273 0.02196 0.02117 0.02035 0.01951 0.01866 0.01778 0.01688 0.01597
0.01503 0.01409 0.01312 0.01215 0.01116 0.01016 0.00914 0.00812 0.00709
0.00605 0.00501 0.00396 0.00291 0.00185 0.00079];
%This part calculates the values of all components of Gijkl ( ) for positive and
negative values of eta3 (ζ3) %
omga = (2*pi/96);
for i = 1:96;
for p = 1;
if p == c
eta3 = 0.577350269189626;
elseif p ==d
eta3 = -0.577350269189626;
end
eta1=(sqrt(1-((eta3)^2))*(cos(omga*i)));
eta2=(sqrt(1-((eta3)^2))*(sin(omga*i)));
zeta1 = eta1/a1; %zeta1 = 0; %zeta (ξ)%
zeta2 = eta2/a2; %zeta2 = 0; %use either of the values depending on a1,a2,a3
%zeta3=eta3/a3; zeta3 = 0;
K11 = L(1,1)*zeta1*zeta1 + L(6,6)*zeta2*zeta2 + L(8,8)*zeta3*zeta3 +
L(1,6)*zeta1*zeta2 + L(1,8)*zeta1*zeta3 + L(6,1)*zeta2*zeta1 + L(6,8)*zeta2*zeta3
+ L(8,6)*zeta3*zeta2 + L(8,1)*zeta3*zeta1;
K12 = L(1,9)*zeta1*zeta1 + L(6,2)*zeta2*zeta2 + L(8,4)*zeta3*zeta3 +
L(1,2)*zeta1*zeta2 + L(1,4)*zeta1*zeta3 + L(6,9)*zeta2*zeta1 + L(6,4)*zeta2*zeta3
+ L(8,2)*zeta3*zeta2 + L(8,9)*zeta3*zeta1;
K13 = L(1,5)*zeta1*zeta1 + L(6,7)*zeta2*zeta2 + L(8,3)*zeta3*zeta3 +
L(1,7)*zeta1*zeta2 + L(1,3)*zeta1*zeta3 + L(6,5)*zeta2*zeta1 + L(6,3)*zeta2*zeta3
+ L(8,7)*zeta3*zeta2 + L(8,5)*zeta3*zeta1;
K21 = L(9,1)*zeta1*zeta1 + L(2,6)*zeta2*zeta2 + L(4,8)*zeta3*zeta3 +
L(9,6)*zeta1*zeta2 + L(9,8)*zeta1*zeta3 + L(2,1)*zeta2*zeta1 + L(2,8)*zeta2*zeta3
+ L(4,6)*zeta3*zeta2 + L(4,1)*zeta3*zeta1;
K22 = L(9,9)*zeta1*zeta1 + L(2,2)*zeta2*zeta2 + L(4,4)*zeta3*zeta3 +
L(9,2)*zeta1*zeta2 + L(9,4)*zeta1*zeta3 + L(2,9)*zeta2*zeta1 + L(2,4)*zeta2*zeta3
+ L(4,2)*zeta3*zeta2 + L(4,9)*zeta3*zeta1;
K23 = L(9,5)*zeta1*zeta1 + L(2,7)*zeta2*zeta2 + L(4,3)*zeta3*zeta3 +
L(9,7)*zeta1*zeta2 + L(9,3)*zeta1*zeta3 + L(2,5)*zeta2*zeta1 + L(2,3)*zeta2*zeta3
+ L(4,7)*zeta3*zeta2 + L(4,5)*zeta3*zeta1;
K31 = L(5,1)*zeta1*zeta1 + L(7,6)*zeta2*zeta2 + L(3,8)*zeta3*zeta3 +
L(5,6)*zeta1*zeta2 + L(5,8)*zeta1*zeta3 + L(7,1)*zeta2*zeta1 + L(7,8)*zeta2*zeta3
+ L(3,6)*zeta3*zeta2 + L(3,1)*zeta3*zeta1;
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K32 = L(5,9)*zeta1*zeta1 + L(7,2)*zeta2*zeta2 + L(3,4)*zeta3*zeta3 +
L(5,2)*zeta1*zeta2 + L(5,4)*zeta1*zeta3 + L(7,9)*zeta2*zeta1 + L(7,4)*zeta2*zeta3
+ L(3,2)*zeta3*zeta2 + L(3,9)*zeta3*zeta1;
K33 = L(5,5)*zeta1*zeta1 + L(7,7)*zeta2*zeta2 + L(3,3)*zeta3*zeta3 +
L(5,7)*zeta1*zeta2 + L(5,3)*zeta1*zeta3 + L(7,5)*zeta2*zeta1 + L(7,3)*zeta2*zeta3
+ L(3,7)*zeta3*zeta2 + L(3,5)*zeta3*zeta1;
D = c123*K11*K22*K33 + c231*K21*K32*K13 + c312*K31*K12*K23 +
c132*K11*K32*K23 + c213*K21*K12*K33 + c321*K31*K22*K13;
N11 = (c123*c231*K23*K31 + c132*c213*K31*K23 + c123*c213*K21*K33
+ c132*c231*K33*K21)/2;
g1111a(i) = zeta1*zeta1*N11/D;
g1122a(i) = zeta2*zeta2*N11/D;
g1123a(i) = zeta2*zeta3*N11/D;
g1133a(i) = zeta3*zeta3*N11/D;
g1121a(i) = zeta2*zeta1*N11/D;
g1112a(i) = zeta1*zeta2*N11/D;
g1132a(i) = zeta3*zeta2*N11/D;
g1113a(i) = zeta1*zeta3*N11/D;
g1121a(i) = zeta2*zeta1*N11/D;
g1131a(i) = zeta3*zeta1*N11/D;
N22 = (c231*c231*K33*K11 + c213*c213*K11*K33 + c231*c213*K31*K13
+ c213*c231*K13*K31)/2;
g2211a(i) = zeta1*zeta1*N22/D;
g2222a(i) = zeta2*zeta2*N22/D;
g2233a(i) = zeta3*zeta3*N22/D;
g2223a(i) = zeta2*zeta3*N22/D;
g2231a(i) = zeta3*zeta1*N22/D;
g2212a(i) = zeta1*zeta2*N22/D;
g2232a(i) = zeta3*zeta2*N22/D;
g2213a(i) = zeta1*zeta3*N22/D;
g2221a(i) = zeta2*zeta1*N22/D;
N33 = (c312*c312*K11*K22 + c321*c321*K22*K11 + c312*c321*K12*K21
+ c321*c312*K21*K12)/2;
g3311a(i) = zeta1*zeta1*N33/D;
g3322a(i) = zeta2*zeta2*N33/D;
g3333a(i) = zeta3*zeta3*N33/D;
g3323a(i) = zeta2*zeta3*N33/D;
g3331a(i) = zeta3*zeta1*N33/D;
g3312a(i) = zeta1*zeta2*N33/D;
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g3332a(i) = zeta3*zeta2*N33/D;
g3313a(i) = zeta1*zeta3*N33/D;
g3321a(i) = zeta2*zeta1*N33/D;
N23 = (c231*c312*K31*K12 + c213*c321*K12*K31 + c231*c321*K32*K11
+ c213*c312*K11*K32)/2;
g2311a(i) = zeta1*zeta1*N23/D;
g2322a(i) = zeta2*zeta2*N23/D;
g2333a(i) = zeta3*zeta3*N23/D;
g2323a(i) = zeta2*zeta3*N23/D;
g2331a(i) = zeta3*zeta1*N23/D;
g2312a(i) = zeta1*zeta2*N23/D;
g2332a(i) = zeta3*zeta2*N23/D;
g2313a(i) = zeta1*zeta3*N23/D;
g2321a(i) = zeta2*zeta1*N23/D;
N31 = (c312*c123*K12*K23 + c321*c132*K23*K12 + c312*c132*K13*K22
+ c321*c123*K22*K13)/2;
g3111a(i) = zeta1*zeta1*N31/D;
g3122a(i) = zeta2*zeta2*N31/D;
g3133a(i) = zeta3*zeta3*N31/D;
g3123a(i) = zeta2*zeta3*N31/D;
g3131a(i) = zeta3*zeta1*N31/D;
g3112a(i) = zeta1*zeta2*N31/D;
g3132a(i) = zeta3*zeta2*N31/D;
g3113a(i) = zeta1*zeta3*N31/D;
g3121a(i) = zeta2*zeta1*N31/D;
N12 = (c123*c231*K23*K31 + c132*c213*K31*K23 + c123*c213*K21*K33
+ c132*c231*K33*K21)/2;
g1211a(i) = zeta1*zeta1*N12/D;
g1222a(i) = zeta2*zeta2*N12/D;
g1233a(i) = zeta3*zeta3*N12/D;
g1223a(i) = zeta2*zeta3*N12/D;
g1231a(i) = zeta3*zeta1*N12/D;
g1212a(i) = zeta1*zeta2*N12/D;
g1232a(i) = zeta3*zeta2*N12/D;
g1213a(i) = zeta1*zeta3*N12/D;
g1221a(i) = zeta2*zeta1*N12/D;
N32 = (c312*c231*K13*K21 + c321*c213*K21*K13 + c312*c213*K11*K23
+ c321*c231*K23*K11)/2;
g3211a(i) = zeta1*zeta1*N32/D;
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g3222a(i) = zeta2*zeta2*N32/D;
g3233a(i) = zeta3*zeta3*N32/D;
g3223a(i) = zeta2*zeta3*N32/D;
g3231a(i) = zeta3*zeta1*N32/D;
g3212a(i) = zeta1*zeta2*N32/D;
g3232a(i) = zeta3*zeta2*N32/D;
g3213a(i) = zeta1*zeta3*N32/D;
g3221a(i) = zeta2*zeta1*N32/D;
N13 = (c123*c312*K21*K32 + c132*c321*K32*K21 + c123*c321*K22*K31
+ c132*c312*K31*K22)/2;
g1311a(i) = zeta1*zeta1*N13/D;
g1322a(i) = zeta2*zeta2*N13/D;
g1333a(i) = zeta3*zeta3*N13/D;
g1323a(i) = zeta2*zeta3*N13/D;
g1331a(i) = zeta3*zeta1*N13/D;
g1312a(i) = zeta1*zeta2*N13/D;
g1332a(i) = zeta3*zeta2*N13/D;
g1313a(i) = zeta1*zeta3*N13/D;
g1321a(i) = zeta2*zeta1*N13/D;
N21 = (c231*c123*K32*K13 + c213*c132*K13*K32 + c213*c123*K12*K33
+ c231*c132*K33*K12)/2;
g2111a(i) = zeta1*zeta1*N21/D;
g2122a(i) = zeta2*zeta2*N21/D;
g2133a(i) = zeta3*zeta3*N21/D;
g2123a(i) = zeta2*zeta3*N21/D;
g2131a(i) = zeta3*zeta1*N21/D;
g2112a(i) = zeta1*zeta2*N21/D;
g2132a(i) = zeta3*zeta2*N21/D;
g2113a(i) = zeta1*zeta3*N21/D;
g2121a(i) = zeta2*zeta1*N21/D;
end
for p = 2;
if p == c
eta3 = 0.577350269189626;
elseif p ==d
eta3 = -0.577350269189626;
end
eta1=(sqrt(1-((eta3)^2))*(cos(omga*i)));
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eta2=(sqrt(1-((eta3)^2))*(sin(omga*i)));
zeta1 = eta1/a1; %zeta1 = 0;
zeta2 = eta2/a2; %zeta2 = 0;
%zeta3=eta3/a3; zeta3 = 0;
K11 = L(1,1)*zeta1*zeta1 + L(6,6)*zeta2*zeta2 + L(8,8)*zeta3*zeta3 +
L(1,6)*zeta1*zeta2 + L(1,8)*zeta1*zeta3 + L(6,1)*zeta2*zeta1 + L(6,8)*zeta2*zeta3
+ L(8,6)*zeta3*zeta2 + L(8,1)*zeta3*zeta1;
K12 = L(1,9)*zeta1*zeta1 + L(6,2)*zeta2*zeta2 + L(8,4)*zeta3*zeta3 +
L(1,2)*zeta1*zeta2 + L(1,4)*zeta1*zeta3 + L(6,9)*zeta2*zeta1 + L(6,4)*zeta2*zeta3
+ L(8,2)*zeta3*zeta2 + L(8,9)*zeta3*zeta1;
K13 = L(1,5)*zeta1*zeta1 + L(6,7)*zeta2*zeta2 + L(8,3)*zeta3*zeta3 +
L(1,7)*zeta1*zeta2 + L(1,3)*zeta1*zeta3 + L(6,5)*zeta2*zeta1 + L(6,3)*zeta2*zeta3
+ L(8,7)*zeta3*zeta2 + L(8,5)*zeta3*zeta1;
K21 = L(9,1)*zeta1*zeta1 + L(2,6)*zeta2*zeta2 + L(4,8)*zeta3*zeta3 +
L(9,6)*zeta1*zeta2 + L(9,8)*zeta1*zeta3 + L(2,1)*zeta2*zeta1 + L(2,8)*zeta2*zeta3
+ L(4,6)*zeta3*zeta2 + L(4,1)*zeta3*zeta1;
K22 = L(9,9)*zeta1*zeta1 + L(2,2)*zeta2*zeta2 + L(4,4)*zeta3*zeta3 +
L(9,2)*zeta1*zeta2 + L(9,4)*zeta1*zeta3 + L(2,9)*zeta2*zeta1 + L(2,4)*zeta2*zeta3
+ L(4,2)*zeta3*zeta2 + L(4,9)*zeta3*zeta1;
K23 = L(9,5)*zeta1*zeta1 + L(2,7)*zeta2*zeta2 + L(4,3)*zeta3*zeta3 +
L(9,7)*zeta1*zeta2 + L(9,3)*zeta1*zeta3 + L(2,5)*zeta2*zeta1 + L(2,3)*zeta2*zeta3
+ L(4,7)*zeta3*zeta2 + L(4,5)*zeta3*zeta1;
K31 = L(5,1)*zeta1*zeta1 + L(7,6)*zeta2*zeta2 + L(3,8)*zeta3*zeta3 +
L(5,6)*zeta1*zeta2 + L(5,8)*zeta1*zeta3 + L(7,1)*zeta2*zeta1 + L(7,8)*zeta2*zeta3
+ L(3,6)*zeta3*zeta2 + L(3,1)*zeta3*zeta1;
K32 = L(5,9)*zeta1*zeta1 + L(7,2)*zeta2*zeta2 + L(3,4)*zeta3*zeta3 +
L(5,2)*zeta1*zeta2 + L(5,4)*zeta1*zeta3 + L(7,9)*zeta2*zeta1 + L(7,4)*zeta2*zeta3
+ L(3,2)*zeta3*zeta2 + L(3,9)*zeta3*zeta1;
K33 = L(5,5)*zeta1*zeta1 + L(7,7)*zeta2*zeta2 + L(3,3)*zeta3*zeta3 +
L(5,7)*zeta1*zeta2 + L(5,3)*zeta1*zeta3 + L(7,5)*zeta2*zeta1 + L(7,3)*zeta2*zeta3
+ L(3,7)*zeta3*zeta2 + L(3,5)*zeta3*zeta1;
D = c123*K11*K22*K33 + c231*K21*K32*K13 + c312*K31*K12*K23 +
c132*K11*K32*K23 + c213*K21*K12*K33 + c321*K31*K22*K13;
N11 = (c123*c231*K23*K31 + c132*c213*K31*K23 + c123*c213*K21*K33
+ c132*c231*K33*K21)/2;
g1111b(i) = zeta1*zeta1*N11/D;
g1122b(i) = zeta2*zeta2*N11/D;
g1123b(i) = zeta2*zeta3*N11/D;
g1133b(i) = zeta3*zeta3*N11/D;
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g1121b(i) = zeta2*zeta1*N11/D;
g1112b(i) = zeta1*zeta2*N11/D;
g1132b(i) = zeta3*zeta2*N11/D;
g1113b(i) = zeta1*zeta3*N11/D;
g1131b(i) = zeta3*zeta1*N11/D;
N22 = (c231*c231*K33*K11 + c213*c213*K11*K33 + c231*c213*K31*K13
+ c213*c231*K13*K31)/2;
g2211b(i) = zeta1*zeta1*N22/D;
g2222b(i) = zeta2*zeta2*N22/D;
g2233b(i) = zeta3*zeta3*N22/D;
g2223b(i) = zeta2*zeta3*N22/D;
g2231b(i) = zeta3*zeta1*N22/D;
g2212b(i) = zeta1*zeta2*N22/D;
g2232b(i) = zeta3*zeta2*N22/D;
g2213b(i) = zeta1*zeta3*N22/D;
g2221b(i) = zeta2*zeta1*N22/D;
N33 = (c312*c312*K11*K22 + c321*c321*K22*K11 + c312*c321*K12*K21
+ c321*c312*K21*K12)/2;
g3311b(i) = zeta1*zeta1*N33/D;
g3322b(i) = zeta2*zeta2*N33/D;
g3333b(i) = zeta3*zeta3*N33/D;
g3323b(i) = zeta2*zeta3*N33/D;
g3331b(i) = zeta3*zeta1*N33/D;
g3312b(i) = zeta1*zeta2*N33/D;
g3332b(i) = zeta3*zeta2*N33/D;
g3313b(i) = zeta1*zeta3*N33/D;
g3321b(i) = zeta2*zeta1*N33/D;
N23 = (c231*c312*K31*K12 + c213*c321*K12*K31 + c231*c321*K32*K11
+ c213*c312*K11*K32)/2;
g2311b(i) = zeta1*zeta1*N23/D;
g2322b(i) = zeta2*zeta2*N23/D;
g2333b(i) = zeta3*zeta3*N23/D;
g2323b(i) = zeta2*zeta3*N23/D;
g2331b(i) = zeta3*zeta1*N23/D;
g2312b(i) = zeta1*zeta2*N23/D;
g2332b(i) = zeta3*zeta2*N23/D;
g2313b(i) = zeta1*zeta3*N23/D;
g2321b(i) = zeta2*zeta1*N23/D;
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N31 = (c312*c123*K12*K23 + c321*c132*K23*K12 + c312*c132*K13*K22
+ c321*c123*K22*K13)/2;
g3111b(i) = zeta1*zeta1*N31/D;
g3122b(i) = zeta2*zeta2*N31/D;
g3133b(i) = zeta3*zeta3*N31/D;
g3123b(i) = zeta2*zeta3*N31/D;
g3131b(i) = zeta3*zeta1*N31/D;
g3112b(i) = zeta1*zeta2*N31/D;
g3132b(i) = zeta3*zeta2*N31/D;
g3113b(i) = zeta1*zeta3*N31/D;
g3121b(i) = zeta2*zeta1*N31/D;
N12 = (c123*c231*K23*K31 + c132*c213*K31*K23 + c123*c213*K21*K33
+ c132*c231*K33*K21)/2;
g1211b(i) = zeta1*zeta1*N12/D;
g1222b(i) = zeta2*zeta2*N12/D;
g1233b(i) = zeta3*zeta3*N12/D;
g1223b(i) = zeta2*zeta3*N12/D;
g1231b(i) = zeta3*zeta1*N12/D;
g1212b(i) = zeta1*zeta2*N12/D;
g1232b(i) = zeta3*zeta2*N12/D;
g1213b(i) = zeta1*zeta3*N12/D;
g1221b(i) = zeta2*zeta1*N12/D;
N32 = (c312*c231*K13*K21 + c321*c213*K21*K13 + c312*c213*K11*K23
+ c321*c231*K23*K11)/2;
g3211b(i) = zeta1*zeta1*N32/D;
g3222b(i) = zeta2*zeta2*N32/D;
g3233b(i) = zeta3*zeta3*N32/D;
g3223b(i) = zeta2*zeta3*N32/D;
g3231b(i) = zeta3*zeta1*N32/D;
g3212b(i) = zeta1*zeta2*N32/D;
g3232b(i) = zeta3*zeta2*N32/D;
g3213b(i) = zeta1*zeta3*N32/D;
g3221b(i) = zeta2*zeta1*N32/D;
N13 = (c123*c312*K21*K32 + c132*c321*K32*K21 + c123*c321*K22*K31
+ c132*c312*K31*K22)/2;
g1311b(i) = zeta1*zeta1*N13/D;
g1322b(i) = zeta2*zeta2*N13/D;
g1333b(i) = zeta3*zeta3*N13/D;
g1323b(i) = zeta2*zeta3*N13/D;
g1331b(i) = zeta3*zeta1*N13/D;
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g1312b(i) = zeta1*zeta2*N13/D;
g1332b(i) = zeta3*zeta2*N13/D;
g1313b(i) = zeta1*zeta3*N13/D;
g1321b(i) = zeta2*zeta1*N13/D;
N21 = (c231*c123*K32*K13 + c213*c132*K13*K32 + c213*c123*K12*K33
+ c231*c132*K33*K12)/2;
g2111b(i) = zeta1*zeta1*N21/D;
g2122b(i) = zeta2*zeta2*N21/D;
g2133b(i) = zeta3*zeta3*N21/D;
g2123b(i) = zeta2*zeta3*N21/D;
g2131b(i) = zeta3*zeta1*N21/D;
g2112b(i) = zeta1*zeta2*N21/D;
g2132b(i) = zeta3*zeta2*N21/D;
g2113b(i) = zeta1*zeta3*N21/D;
g2121b(i) = zeta2*zeta1*N21/D;
end
end
%This part calculates all the components of the Eshelby’s Tensor Sijkl%
S1111
=
((L(1,1)*(sum(g1111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1111b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1
111b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,1)*(sum(g1112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1112b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,1)*(sum(g1113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1113b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,1)*(sum(g1211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1211b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,1)*(sum(g1212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1212b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,1)*(sum(g1213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1213b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,1)*(sum(g1311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1311b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,1)*(sum(g1312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1312b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,1)*(sum(g1313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1313b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
13b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S1122
=
((L(1,2)*(sum(g1111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1111b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1
111b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,2)*(sum(g1112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1112b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
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12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,2)*(sum(g1113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1113b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,2)*(sum(g1211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1211b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,2)*(sum(g1212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1212b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,2)*(sum(g1213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1213b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,2)*(sum(g1311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1311b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,2)*(sum(g1312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1312b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,2)*(sum(g1313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1313b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
13b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S1133
=
((L(1,3)*(sum(g1111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1111b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1
111b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,3)*(sum(g1112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1112b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,3)*(sum(g1113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1113b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,3)*(sum(g1211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1211b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,3)*(sum(g1212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1212b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,3)*(sum(g1213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1213b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,3)*(sum(g1311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1311b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,3)*(sum(g1312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1312b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,3)*(sum(g1313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1313b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
13b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S1123
=
((L(1,4)*(sum(g1111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1111b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1
111b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,4)*(sum(g1112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1112b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,4)*(sum(g1113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1113b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,4)*(sum(g1211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1211b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
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(L(2,4)*(sum(g1212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1212b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,4)*(sum(g1213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1213b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,4)*(sum(g1311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1311b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,4)*(sum(g1312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1312b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,4)*(sum(g1313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1313b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
13b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S1131
=
((L(1,5)*(sum(g1111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1111b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1
111b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,5)*(sum(g1112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1112b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,5)*(sum(g1113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1113b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,5)*(sum(g1211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1211b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,5)*(sum(g1212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1212b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,5)*(sum(g1213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1213b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,5)*(sum(g1311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1311b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,5)*(sum(g1312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1312b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,5)*(sum(g1313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1313b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
13b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S1112
=
((L(1,6)*(sum(g1111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1111b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1
111b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,6)*(sum(g1112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1112b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,6)*(sum(g1113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1113b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,6)*(sum(g1211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1211b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,6)*(sum(g1212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1212b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,6)*(sum(g1213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1213b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,6)*(sum(g1311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1311b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
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11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,6)*(sum(g1312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1312b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,6)*(sum(g1313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1313b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
13b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S1132
=
((L(1,7)*(sum(g1111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1111b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1
111b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,7)*(sum(g1112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1112b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,7)*(sum(g1113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1113b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,7)*(sum(g1211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1211b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,7)*(sum(g1212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1212b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,7)*(sum(g1213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1213b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,7)*(sum(g1311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1311b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,7)*(sum(g1312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1312b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,7)*(sum(g1313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1313b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
13b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S1113
=
((L(1,8)*(sum(g1111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1111b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1
111b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,8)*(sum(g1112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1112b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,8)*(sum(g1113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1113b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,8)*(sum(g1211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1211b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,8)*(sum(g1212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1212b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,8)*(sum(g1213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1213b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,8)*(sum(g1311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1311b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,8)*(sum(g1312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1312b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,8)*(sum(g1313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1313b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
13b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
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S1121
=
((L(1,9)*(sum(g1111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1111b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1
111b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,9)*(sum(g1112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1112b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,9)*(sum(g1113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1113b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,9)*(sum(g1211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1211b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,9)*(sum(g1212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1212b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,9)*(sum(g1213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1213b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,9)*(sum(g1311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1311b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,9)*(sum(g1312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1312b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,9)*(sum(g1313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1313b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
13b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S2211
=
((L(1,1)*(sum(g2121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2121b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2
121b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,1)*(sum(g2122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2122b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,1)*(sum(g2123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2123b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,1)*(sum(g2221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2221b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,1)*(sum(g2222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2222b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,1)*(sum(g2223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2223b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,1)*(sum(g2321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2321b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,1)*(sum(g2322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2322b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,1)*(sum(g2323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2323b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
23b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S2222
=
((L(1,2)*(sum(g2121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2121b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2
121b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,2)*(sum(g2122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2122b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
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22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,2)*(sum(g2123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2123b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,2)*(sum(g2221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2221b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,2)*(sum(g2222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2222b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,2)*(sum(g2223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2223b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,2)*(sum(g2321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2321b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,2)*(sum(g2322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2322b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,2)*(sum(g2323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2323b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
23b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S2233
=
((L(1,3)*(sum(g2121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2121b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2
121b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,3)*(sum(g2122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2122b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,3)*(sum(g2123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2123b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,3)*(sum(g2221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2221b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,3)*(sum(g2222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2222b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,3)*(sum(g2223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2223b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,3)*(sum(g2321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2321b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,3)*(sum(g2322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2322b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,3)*(sum(g2323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2323b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
23b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S2223
=
((L(1,4)*(sum(g2121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2121b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2
121b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,4)*(sum(g2122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2122b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,4)*(sum(g2123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2123b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,4)*(sum(g2221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2221b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
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(L(2,4)*(sum(g2222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2222b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,4)*(sum(g2223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2223b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,4)*(sum(g2321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2321b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,4)*(sum(g2322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2322b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,4)*(sum(g2323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2323b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
23b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S2231
=
((L(1,5)*(sum(g2121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2121b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2
121b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,5)*(sum(g2122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2122b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,5)*(sum(g2123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2123b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,5)*(sum(g2221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2221b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,5)*(sum(g2222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2222b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,5)*(sum(g2223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2223b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,5)*(sum(g2321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2321b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,5)*(sum(g2322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2322b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,5)*(sum(g2323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2323b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
23b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S2212
=
((L(1,6)*(sum(g2121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2121b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2
121b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,6)*(sum(g2122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2122b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,6)*(sum(g2123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2123b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,6)*(sum(g2221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2221b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,6)*(sum(g2222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2222b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,6)*(sum(g2223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2223b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,6)*(sum(g2321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2321b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
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21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,6)*(sum(g2322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2322b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,6)*(sum(g2323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2323b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
23b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S2232
=
((L(1,7)*(sum(g2121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2121b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2
121b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,7)*(sum(g2122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2122b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,7)*(sum(g2123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2123b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,7)*(sum(g2221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2221b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,7)*(sum(g2222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2222b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,7)*(sum(g2223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2223b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,7)*(sum(g2321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2321b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,7)*(sum(g2322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2322b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,7)*(sum(g2323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2323b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
23b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S2213
=
((L(1,8)*(sum(g2121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2121b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2
121b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,8)*(sum(g2122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2122b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,8)*(sum(g2123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2123b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,8)*(sum(g2221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2221b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,8)*(sum(g2222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2222b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,8)*(sum(g2223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2223b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,8)*(sum(g2321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2321b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,8)*(sum(g2322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2322b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,8)*(sum(g2323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2323b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
23b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
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S2221
=
((L(1,9)*(sum(g2121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2121b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2
121b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,9)*(sum(g2122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2122b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,9)*(sum(g2123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2123b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,9)*(sum(g2221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2221b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,9)*(sum(g2222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2222b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,9)*(sum(g2223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2223b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,9)*(sum(g2321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2321b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,9)*(sum(g2322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2322b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,9)*(sum(g2323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2323b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
23b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S3311
=
((L(1,1)*(sum(g3131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3131b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3
131b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,1)*(sum(g3132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3132b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,1)*(sum(g3133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3133b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,1)*(sum(g3231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3231b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,1)*(sum(g3232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3232b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,1)*(sum(g3233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3233b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,1)*(sum(g3331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3331b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,1)*(sum(g3332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3332b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,1)*(sum(g3333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3333b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
33b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S3322
=
((L(1,2)*(sum(g3131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3131b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3
131b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,2)*(sum(g3132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3132b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
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32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,2)*(sum(g3133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3133b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,2)*(sum(g3231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3231b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,2)*(sum(g3232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3232b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,2)*(sum(g3233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3233b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,2)*(sum(g3331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3331b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,2)*(sum(g3332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3332b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,2)*(sum(g3333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3333b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
33b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S3333
=
((L(1,3)*(sum(g3131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3131b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3
131b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,3)*(sum(g3132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3132b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,3)*(sum(g3133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3133b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,3)*(sum(g3231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3231b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,3)*(sum(g3232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3232b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,3)*(sum(g3233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3233b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,3)*(sum(g3331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3331b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,3)*(sum(g3332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3332b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,3)*(sum(g3333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3333b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
33b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S3323
=
((L(1,4)*(sum(g3131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3131b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3
131b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,4)*(sum(g3132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3132b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,4)*(sum(g3133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3133b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,4)*(sum(g3231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3231b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
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(L(2,4)*(sum(g3232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3232b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,4)*(sum(g3233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3233b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,4)*(sum(g3331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3331b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,4)*(sum(g3332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3332b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,4)*(sum(g3333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3333b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
33b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S3331
=
((L(1,5)*(sum(g3131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3131b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3
131b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,5)*(sum(g3132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3132b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,5)*(sum(g3133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3133b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,5)*(sum(g3231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3231b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,5)*(sum(g3232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3232b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,5)*(sum(g3233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3233b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,5)*(sum(g3331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3331b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,5)*(sum(g3332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3332b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,5)*(sum(g3333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3333b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
33b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S3312
=
((L(1,6)*(sum(g3131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3131b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3
131b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,6)*(sum(g3132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3132b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,6)*(sum(g3133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3133b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,6)*(sum(g3231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3231b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,6)*(sum(g3232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3232b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,6)*(sum(g3233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3233b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,6)*(sum(g3331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3331b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
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31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,6)*(sum(g3332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3332b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,6)*(sum(g3333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3333b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
33b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S3332
=
((L(1,7)*(sum(g3131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3131b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3
131b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,7)*(sum(g3132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3132b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,7)*(sum(g3133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3133b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,7)*(sum(g3231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3231b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,7)*(sum(g3232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3232b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,7)*(sum(g3233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3233b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,7)*(sum(g3331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3331b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,7)*(sum(g3332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3332b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,7)*(sum(g3333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3333b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
33b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S3313
=
((L(1,8)*(sum(g3131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3131b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3
131b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,8)*(sum(g3132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3132b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,8)*(sum(g3133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3133b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,8)*(sum(g3231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3231b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,8)*(sum(g3232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3232b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,8)*(sum(g3233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3233b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,8)*(sum(g3331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3331b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,8)*(sum(g3332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3332b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,8)*(sum(g3333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3333b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
33b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
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S3321
=
((L(1,9)*(sum(g3131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3131b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3
131b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,9)*(sum(g3132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3132b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,9)*(sum(g3133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3133b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,9)*(sum(g3231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3231b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,9)*(sum(g3232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3232b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,9)*(sum(g3233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3233b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,9)*(sum(g3331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3331b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,9)*(sum(g3332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3332b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,9)*(sum(g3333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3333b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
33b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S2311
=
((L(1,1)*(sum(g2131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2131b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3
121b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,1)*(sum(g2132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2132b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,1)*(sum(g2133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2133b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,1)*(sum(g2231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2231b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,1)*(sum(g2232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2232b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,1)*(sum(g2233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2233b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,1)*(sum(g2331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2331b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,1)*(sum(g2332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2332b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,1)*(sum(g2333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2333b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
23b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S2322
=
((L(1,2)*(sum(g2131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2131b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3
121b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,2)*(sum(g2132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2132b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
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22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,2)*(sum(g2133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2133b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,2)*(sum(g2231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2231b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,2)*(sum(g2232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2232b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,2)*(sum(g2233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2233b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,2)*(sum(g2331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2331b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,2)*(sum(g2332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2332b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,2)*(sum(g2333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2333b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
23b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S2333
=
((L(1,3)*(sum(g2131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2131b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3
121b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,3)*(sum(g2132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2132b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,3)*(sum(g2133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2133b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,3)*(sum(g2231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2231b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,3)*(sum(g2232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2232b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,3)*(sum(g2233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2233b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,3)*(sum(g2331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2331b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,3)*(sum(g2332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2332b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,3)*(sum(g2333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2333b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
23b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S2323
=
((L(1,4)*(sum(g2131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2131b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3
121b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,4)*(sum(g2132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2132b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,4)*(sum(g2133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2133b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,4)*(sum(g2231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2231b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
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(L(2,4)*(sum(g2232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2232b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,4)*(sum(g2233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2233b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,4)*(sum(g2331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2331b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,4)*(sum(g2332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2332b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,4)*(sum(g2333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2333b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
23b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S2331
=
((L(1,5)*(sum(g2131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2131b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3
121b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,5)*(sum(g2132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2132b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,5)*(sum(g2133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2133b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,5)*(sum(g2231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2231b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,5)*(sum(g2232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2232b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,5)*(sum(g2233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2233b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,5)*(sum(g2331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2331b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,5)*(sum(g2332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2332b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,5)*(sum(g2333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2333b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
23b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S2312
=
((L(1,6)*(sum(g2131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2131b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3
121b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,6)*(sum(g2132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2132b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,6)*(sum(g2133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2133b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,6)*(sum(g2231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2231b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,6)*(sum(g2232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2232b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,6)*(sum(g2233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2233b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,6)*(sum(g2331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2331b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
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21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,6)*(sum(g2332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2332b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,6)*(sum(g2333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2333b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
23b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S2332
=
((L(1,7)*(sum(g2131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2131b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3
121b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,7)*(sum(g2132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2132b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,7)*(sum(g2133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2133b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,7)*(sum(g2231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2231b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,7)*(sum(g2232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2232b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,7)*(sum(g2233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2233b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,7)*(sum(g2331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2331b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,7)*(sum(g2332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2332b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,7)*(sum(g2333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2333b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
23b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S2313
=
((L(1,8)*(sum(g2131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2131b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3
121b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,8)*(sum(g2132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2132b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,8)*(sum(g2133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2133b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,8)*(sum(g2231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2231b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,8)*(sum(g2232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2232b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,8)*(sum(g2233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2233b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,8)*(sum(g2331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2331b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,8)*(sum(g2332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2332b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,8)*(sum(g2333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2333b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
23b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
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S2321
=
((L(1,9)*(sum(g2131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2131b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3
121b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,9)*(sum(g2132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2132b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,9)*(sum(g2133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2133b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,9)*(sum(g2231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2231b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,9)*(sum(g2232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2232b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,9)*(sum(g2233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2233b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,9)*(sum(g2331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2331b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,9)*(sum(g2332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2332b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,9)*(sum(g2333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2333b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
23b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S3111
=
((L(1,1)*(sum(g3111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3111b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1
131b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,1)*(sum(g3112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3112b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,1)*(sum(g3113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3113b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,1)*(sum(g3211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3211b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,1)*(sum(g3212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3212b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,1)*(sum(g3213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3213b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,1)*(sum(g3311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3311b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,1)*(sum(g3312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3312b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,1)*(sum(g3313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3313b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
33b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S3122
=
((L(1,2)*(sum(g3111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3111b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1
131b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,2)*(sum(g3112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3112b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
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32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,2)*(sum(g3113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3113b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,2)*(sum(g3211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3211b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,2)*(sum(g3212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3212b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,2)*(sum(g3213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3213b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,2)*(sum(g3311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3311b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,2)*(sum(g3312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3312b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,2)*(sum(g3313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3313b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
33b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S3133
=
((L(1,3)*(sum(g3111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3111b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1
131b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,3)*(sum(g3112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3112b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,3)*(sum(g3113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3113b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,3)*(sum(g3211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3211b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,3)*(sum(g3212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3212b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,3)*(sum(g3213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3213b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,3)*(sum(g3311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3311b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,3)*(sum(g3312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3312b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,3)*(sum(g3313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3313b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
33b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S3123
=
((L(1,4)*(sum(g3111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3111b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1
131b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,4)*(sum(g3112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3112b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,4)*(sum(g3113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3113b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,4)*(sum(g3211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3211b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
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(L(2,4)*(sum(g3212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3212b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,4)*(sum(g3213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3213b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,4)*(sum(g3311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3311b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,4)*(sum(g3312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3312b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,4)*(sum(g3313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3313b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
33b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S3131
=
((L(1,5)*(sum(g3111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3111b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1
131b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,5)*(sum(g3112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3112b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,5)*(sum(g3113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3113b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,5)*(sum(g3211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3211b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,5)*(sum(g3212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3212b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,5)*(sum(g3213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3213b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,5)*(sum(g3311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3311b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,5)*(sum(g3312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3312b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,5)*(sum(g3313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3313b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
33b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S3112
=
((L(1,6)*(sum(g3111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3111b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1
131b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,6)*(sum(g3112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3112b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,6)*(sum(g3113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3113b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,6)*(sum(g3211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3211b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,6)*(sum(g3212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3212b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,6)*(sum(g3213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3213b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,6)*(sum(g3311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3311b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
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31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,6)*(sum(g3312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3312b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,6)*(sum(g3313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3313b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
33b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S3132
=
((L(1,7)*(sum(g3111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3111b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1
131b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,7)*(sum(g3112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3112b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,7)*(sum(g3113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3113b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,7)*(sum(g3211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3211b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,7)*(sum(g3212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3212b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,7)*(sum(g3213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3213b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,7)*(sum(g3311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3311b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,7)*(sum(g3312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3312b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,7)*(sum(g3313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3313b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
33b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S3113
=
((L(1,8)*(sum(g3111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3111b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1
131b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,8)*(sum(g3112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3112b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,8)*(sum(g3113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3113b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,8)*(sum(g3211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3211b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,8)*(sum(g3212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3212b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,8)*(sum(g3213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3213b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,8)*(sum(g3311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3311b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,8)*(sum(g3312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3312b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,8)*(sum(g3313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3313b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
33b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
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S3121
=
((L(1,9)*(sum(g3111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3111b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1
131b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,9)*(sum(g3112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3112b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,9)*(sum(g3113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3113b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,9)*(sum(g3211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3211b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,9)*(sum(g3212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3212b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,9)*(sum(g3213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3213b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,9)*(sum(g3311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3311b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,9)*(sum(g3312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3312b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,9)*(sum(g3313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3313b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
33b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S1211
=
((L(1,1)*(sum(g1121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1121b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2
111b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,1)*(sum(g1122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1122b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,1)*(sum(g1123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1123b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,1)*(sum(g1221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1221b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,1)*(sum(g1222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1222b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,1)*(sum(g1223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1223b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,1)*(sum(g1321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1321b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,1)*(sum(g1322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1322b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,1)*(sum(g1323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1323b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
13b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S1222
=
((L(1,2)*(sum(g1121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1121b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2
111b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,2)*(sum(g1122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1122b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
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12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,2)*(sum(g1123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1123b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,2)*(sum(g1221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1221b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,2)*(sum(g1222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1222b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,2)*(sum(g1223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1223b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,2)*(sum(g1321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1321b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,2)*(sum(g1322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1322b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,2)*(sum(g1323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1323b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
13b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S1233
=
((L(1,3)*(sum(g1121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1121b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2
111b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,3)*(sum(g1122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1122b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,3)*(sum(g1123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1123b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,3)*(sum(g1221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1221b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,3)*(sum(g1222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1222b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,3)*(sum(g1223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1223b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,3)*(sum(g1321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1321b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,3)*(sum(g1322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1322b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,3)*(sum(g1323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1323b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
13b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S1223
=
((L(1,4)*(sum(g1121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1121b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2
111b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,4)*(sum(g1122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1122b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,4)*(sum(g1123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1123b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,4)*(sum(g1221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1221b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
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(L(2,4)*(sum(g1222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1222b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,4)*(sum(g1223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1223b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,4)*(sum(g1321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1321b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,4)*(sum(g1322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1322b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,4)*(sum(g1323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1323b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
13b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S1231
=
((L(1,5)*(sum(g1121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1121b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2
111b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,5)*(sum(g1122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1122b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,5)*(sum(g1123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1123b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,5)*(sum(g1221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1221b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,5)*(sum(g1222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1222b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,5)*(sum(g1223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1223b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,5)*(sum(g1321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1321b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,5)*(sum(g1322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1322b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,5)*(sum(g1323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1323b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
13b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S1212
=
((L(1,6)*(sum(g1121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1121b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2
111b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,6)*(sum(g1122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1122b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,6)*(sum(g1123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1123b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,6)*(sum(g1221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1221b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,6)*(sum(g1222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1222b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,6)*(sum(g1223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1223b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,6)*(sum(g1321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1321b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
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11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,6)*(sum(g1322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1322b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,6)*(sum(g1323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1323b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
13b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S1232
=
((L(1,7)*(sum(g1121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1121b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2
111b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,7)*(sum(g1122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1122b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,7)*(sum(g1123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1123b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,7)*(sum(g1221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1221b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,7)*(sum(g1222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1222b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,7)*(sum(g1223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1223b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,7)*(sum(g1321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1321b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,7)*(sum(g1322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1322b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,7)*(sum(g1323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1323b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
13b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S1213
=
((L(1,8)*(sum(g1121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1121b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2
111b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,8)*(sum(g1122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1122b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,8)*(sum(g1123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1123b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,8)*(sum(g1221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1221b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,8)*(sum(g1222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1222b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,8)*(sum(g1223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1223b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,8)*(sum(g1321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1321b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,8)*(sum(g1322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1322b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,8)*(sum(g1323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1323b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
13b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
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S1221
=
((L(1,9)*(sum(g1121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1121b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2
111b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,9)*(sum(g1122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1122b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,9)*(sum(g1123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1123b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,9)*(sum(g1221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1221b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,9)*(sum(g1222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1222b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,9)*(sum(g1223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1223b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,9)*(sum(g1321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1321b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,9)*(sum(g1322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1322b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,9)*(sum(g1323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1323b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
13b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S3211
=
((L(1,1)*(sum(g3121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3121b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2
131b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,1)*(sum(g3122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3122b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,1)*(sum(g3123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3123b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,1)*(sum(g3221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3221b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,1)*(sum(g3222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3222b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,1)*(sum(g3223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3223b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,1)*(sum(g3321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3321b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,1)*(sum(g3322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3322b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,1)*(sum(g3323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3323b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
33b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S3222
=
((L(1,2)*(sum(g3121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3121b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2
131b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,2)*(sum(g3122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3122b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
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32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,2)*(sum(g3123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3123b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,2)*(sum(g3221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3221b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,2)*(sum(g3222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3222b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,2)*(sum(g3223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3223b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,2)*(sum(g3321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3321b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,2)*(sum(g3322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3322b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,2)*(sum(g3323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3323b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
33b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S3233
=
((L(1,3)*(sum(g3121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3121b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2
131b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,3)*(sum(g3122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3122b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,3)*(sum(g3123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3123b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,3)*(sum(g3221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3221b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,3)*(sum(g3222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3222b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,3)*(sum(g3223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3223b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,3)*(sum(g3321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3321b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,3)*(sum(g3322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3322b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,3)*(sum(g3323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3323b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
33b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S3223
=
((L(1,4)*(sum(g3121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3121b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2
131b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,4)*(sum(g3122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3122b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,4)*(sum(g3123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3123b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,4)*(sum(g3221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3221b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
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(L(2,4)*(sum(g3222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3222b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,4)*(sum(g3223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3223b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,4)*(sum(g3321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3321b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,4)*(sum(g3322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3322b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,4)*(sum(g3323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3323b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
33b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S3231
=
((L(1,5)*(sum(g3121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3121b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2
131b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,5)*(sum(g3122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3122b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,5)*(sum(g3123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3123b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,5)*(sum(g3221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3221b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,5)*(sum(g3222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3222b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,5)*(sum(g3223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3223b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,5)*(sum(g3321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3321b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,5)*(sum(g3322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3322b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,5)*(sum(g3323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3323b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
33b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S3212
=
((L(1,6)*(sum(g3121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3121b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2
131b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,6)*(sum(g3122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3122b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,6)*(sum(g3123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3123b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,6)*(sum(g3221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3221b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,6)*(sum(g3222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3222b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,6)*(sum(g3223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3223b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,6)*(sum(g3321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3321b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
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31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,6)*(sum(g3322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3322b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,6)*(sum(g3323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3323b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
33b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S3232
=
((L(1,7)*(sum(g3121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3121b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2
131b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,7)*(sum(g3122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3122b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,7)*(sum(g3123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3123b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,7)*(sum(g3221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3221b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,7)*(sum(g3222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3222b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,7)*(sum(g3223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3223b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,7)*(sum(g3321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3321b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,7)*(sum(g3322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3322b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,7)*(sum(g3323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3323b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
33b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S3213
=
((L(1,8)*(sum(g3121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3121b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2
131b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,8)*(sum(g3122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3122b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,8)*(sum(g3123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3123b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,8)*(sum(g3221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3221b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,8)*(sum(g3222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3222b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,8)*(sum(g3223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3223b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,8)*(sum(g3321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3321b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,8)*(sum(g3322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3322b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,8)*(sum(g3323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3323b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
33b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
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S3221
=
((L(1,9)*(sum(g3121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3121b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2
131b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,9)*(sum(g3122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3122b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,9)*(sum(g3123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3123b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g21
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,9)*(sum(g3221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3221b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,9)*(sum(g3222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3222b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,9)*(sum(g3223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3223b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g22
33b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,9)*(sum(g3321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3321b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
31b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,9)*(sum(g3322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3322b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
32b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,9)*(sum(g3323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3323b(i).*Wq)+sum(g2333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g23
33b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S1311
=
((L(1,1)*(sum(g1131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1131b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3
111b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,1)*(sum(g1132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1132b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,1)*(sum(g1133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1133b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,1)*(sum(g1231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1231b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,1)*(sum(g1232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1232b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,1)*(sum(g1233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1233b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,1)*(sum(g1331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1331b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,1)*(sum(g1332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1332b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,1)*(sum(g1333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1333b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
13b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S1322
=
((L(1,2)*(sum(g1131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1131b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3
111b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,2)*(sum(g1132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1132b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
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12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,2)*(sum(g1133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1133b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,2)*(sum(g1231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1231b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,2)*(sum(g1232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1232b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,2)*(sum(g1233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1233b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,2)*(sum(g1331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1331b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,2)*(sum(g1332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1332b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,2)*(sum(g1333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1333b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
13b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S1333
=
((L(1,3)*(sum(g1131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1131b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3
111b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,3)*(sum(g1132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1132b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,3)*(sum(g1133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1133b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,3)*(sum(g1231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1231b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,3)*(sum(g1232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1232b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,3)*(sum(g1233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1233b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,3)*(sum(g1331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1331b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,3)*(sum(g1332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1332b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,3)*(sum(g1333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1333b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
13b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S1323
=
((L(1,4)*(sum(g1131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1131b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3
111b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,4)*(sum(g1132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1132b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,4)*(sum(g1133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1133b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,4)*(sum(g1231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1231b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
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(L(2,4)*(sum(g1232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1232b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,4)*(sum(g1233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1233b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,4)*(sum(g1331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1331b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,4)*(sum(g1332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1332b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,4)*(sum(g1333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1333b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
13b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S1331
=
((L(1,5)*(sum(g1131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1131b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3
111b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,5)*(sum(g1132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1132b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,5)*(sum(g1133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1133b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,5)*(sum(g1231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1231b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,5)*(sum(g1232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1232b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,5)*(sum(g1233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1233b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,5)*(sum(g1331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1331b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,5)*(sum(g1332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1332b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,5)*(sum(g1333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1333b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
13b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S1312
=
((L(1,6)*(sum(g1131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1131b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3
111b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,6)*(sum(g1132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1132b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,6)*(sum(g1133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1133b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,6)*(sum(g1231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1231b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,6)*(sum(g1232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1232b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,6)*(sum(g1233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1233b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,6)*(sum(g1331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1331b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
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11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,6)*(sum(g1332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1332b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,6)*(sum(g1333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1333b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
13b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S1332
=
((L(1,7)*(sum(g1131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1131b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3
111b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,7)*(sum(g1132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1132b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,7)*(sum(g1133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1133b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,7)*(sum(g1231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1231b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,7)*(sum(g1232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1232b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,7)*(sum(g1233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1233b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,7)*(sum(g1331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1331b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,7)*(sum(g1332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1332b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,7)*(sum(g1333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1333b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
13b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S1313
=
((L(1,8)*(sum(g1131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1131b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3
111b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,8)*(sum(g1132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1132b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,8)*(sum(g1133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1133b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,8)*(sum(g1231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1231b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,8)*(sum(g1232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1232b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,8)*(sum(g1233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1233b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,8)*(sum(g1331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1331b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,8)*(sum(g1332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1332b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,8)*(sum(g1333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1333b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
13b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
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S1321
=
((L(1,9)*(sum(g1131a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1131b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g3
111b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,9)*(sum(g1132a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1132b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,9)*(sum(g1133a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1133b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g31
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,9)*(sum(g1231a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1231b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,9)*(sum(g1232a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1232b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,9)*(sum(g1233a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1233b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g32
13b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,9)*(sum(g1331a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1331b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
11b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,9)*(sum(g1332a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1332b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
12b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,9)*(sum(g1333a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1333b(i).*Wq)+sum(g3313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g33
13b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S2111
=
((L(1,1)*(sum(g2111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2111b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1
121b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,1)*(sum(g2112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2112b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,1)*(sum(g2113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2113b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,1)*(sum(g2211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2211b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,1)*(sum(g2212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2212b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,1)*(sum(g2213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2213b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,1)*(sum(g2311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2311b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,1)*(sum(g2312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2312b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,1)*(sum(g2313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2313b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
23b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S2122
=
((L(1,2)*(sum(g2111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2111b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1
121b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,2)*(sum(g2112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2112b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
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22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,2)*(sum(g2113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2113b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,2)*(sum(g2211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2211b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,2)*(sum(g2212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2212b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,2)*(sum(g2213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2213b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,2)*(sum(g2311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2311b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,2)*(sum(g2312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2312b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,2)*(sum(g2313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2313b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
23b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S2133
=
((L(1,3)*(sum(g2111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2111b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1
121b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,3)*(sum(g2112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2112b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,3)*(sum(g2113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2113b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,3)*(sum(g2211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2211b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,3)*(sum(g2212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2212b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,3)*(sum(g2213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2213b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,3)*(sum(g2311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2311b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,3)*(sum(g2312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2312b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,3)*(sum(g2313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2313b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
23b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S2123
=
((L(1,4)*(sum(g2111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2111b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1
121b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,4)*(sum(g2112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2112b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,4)*(sum(g2113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2113b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,4)*(sum(g2211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2211b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
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(L(2,4)*(sum(g2212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2212b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,4)*(sum(g2213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2213b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,4)*(sum(g2311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2311b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,4)*(sum(g2312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2312b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,4)*(sum(g2313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2313b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
23b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S2131
=
((L(1,5)*(sum(g2111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2111b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1
121b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,5)*(sum(g2112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2112b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,5)*(sum(g2113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2113b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,5)*(sum(g2211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2211b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,5)*(sum(g2212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2212b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,5)*(sum(g2213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2213b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,5)*(sum(g2311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2311b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,5)*(sum(g2312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2312b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,5)*(sum(g2313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2313b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
23b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S2112
=
((L(1,6)*(sum(g2111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2111b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1
121b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,6)*(sum(g2112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2112b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,6)*(sum(g2113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2113b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,6)*(sum(g2211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2211b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,6)*(sum(g2212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2212b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,6)*(sum(g2213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2213b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,6)*(sum(g2311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2311b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
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21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,6)*(sum(g2312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2312b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,6)*(sum(g2313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2313b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
23b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S2132
=
((L(1,7)*(sum(g2111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2111b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1
121b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,7)*(sum(g2112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2112b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,7)*(sum(g2113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2113b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,7)*(sum(g2211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2211b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,7)*(sum(g2212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2212b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,7)*(sum(g2213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2213b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,7)*(sum(g2311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2311b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,7)*(sum(g2312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2312b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,7)*(sum(g2313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2313b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
23b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
S2113
=
((L(1,8)*(sum(g2111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2111b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1
121b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,8)*(sum(g2112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2112b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,8)*(sum(g2113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2113b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,8)*(sum(g2211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2211b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,8)*(sum(g2212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2212b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,8)*(sum(g2213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2213b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,8)*(sum(g2311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2311b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,8)*(sum(g2312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2312b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,8)*(sum(g2313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2313b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
23b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
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S2121
=
((L(1,9)*(sum(g2111a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2111b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1121a(i).*Wq)+sum(g1
121b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(6,9)*(sum(g2112a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2112b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1122a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(8,9)*(sum(g2113a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2113b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1123a(i).*Wq)+sum(g11
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(9,9)*(sum(g2211a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2211b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1221a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(2,9)*(sum(g2212a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2212b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1222a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(4,9)*(sum(g2213a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2213b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1223a(i).*Wq)+sum(g12
23b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(5,9)*(sum(g2311a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2311b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1321a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
21b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(7,9)*(sum(g2312a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2312b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1322a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
22b(i).*Wq)))
+
(L(3,9)*(sum(g2313a(i).*Wq)+sum(g2313b(i).*Wq)+sum(g1323a(i).*Wq)+sum(g13
23b(i).*Wq))))/(8*pi);
%Components of Sijkl are stored in the S matrix as below%
S = [S1111 S1122 S1133 S1123 S1131 S1112 S1132 S1113 S1121;S2211
S2233 S2223 S2231 S2212 S2232 S2213 S2221;S3311 S3322 S3333 S3323
S3312 S3332 S3313 S3321;S2311 S2322 S2333 S2323 S2331 S2312 S2332
S2321;S3111 S3122 S3133 S3123 S3131 S3112 S3132 S3113 S3121;S1211
S1233 S1223 S1231 S1212 S1232 S1213 S1221;S3211 S3222 S3233 S3223
S3212 S3232 S3213 S3221;S1311 S1322 S1333 S1323 S1331 S1312 S1332
S1321;S2111 S2122 S2133 S2123 S2131 S2112 S2132 S2113 S2121]

S2222
S3331
S2313
S1222
S3231
S1313

%This part encompasses the Mori Tanaka method developed earlier to compute the
elastic properties of the final composite%
for Vf = [0:0.05:0.25]*100/34
Vf
x = 90*pi/180;
m = cos(x);
n = sin(x);
Vm = 1-Vf;
A = I + S * (I / L) * (Cf1 - L);
Af = inv(A);
C = (L + (Vf * (Cf1 - L) * Af)/(Vm * I + Vf * Af)); %mori tanaka formula%
Ss = inv(C(1:6,1:6)); %It is encouraged to use a matrix of order 6 to eliminate
singularity and avoid errors%
E1 = 1/Ss(1,1)
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E2 = 1/Ss(2,2)
G12 = 1/Ss(6,6)
v12 = -Ss(2,1)*E1;
v21 = v12*E2/E1;
Ex1 = 1/((m^2/E1)*(m^2 - n^2*v12) + (n^2/E2)*(n^2 - m^2*v21) +
(m^2*n^2)/G12); calculate E1 for nanotube orientation x (rad)
Ex2 = 1/((n^2/E1)*(n^2 - m^2*v12) + (m^2/E2)*(m^2 - n^2*v21) +
(m^2*n^2)/G12); calculates E2 for nanotube orientation x (rad)
Gxy = 1/((4*m^2*n^2/E1)*(1 + v12) + (4*m^2*n^2/E2)*(1 + v21) + (m^2 n^2)^2/G12); calculates G12 for nanotube orientation x (rad)
end
When the code is executed, the properties are displayed in the command window of
Matlab for various nanotube volume fractions. These properties are then inserted in a
row matrix in order to be plotted on a graph. Note that there is a line break wherever a
semi-colon is used. This suppresses the output and the start of a new line is indicated.
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